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ABSTRACTA new set of variational inequalities is introduced, based on a novel butnatural interpolation between Borel probability measures on Rd. Used in lieuof convexity or rearrangement inequalities, these estimates lead to existenceand uniqueness results concerning equilibrium states for (i) attracting gases;and (ii) plane crystals in an external �eld.Consider a d-dimensional gas of particles interacting through a forcewhich increases with distance and obeying an equation of state P = P (%)relating pressure to density. For P (%)=%1�1=d non-decreasing, a unique energyminimizing state is shown to exist up to translation.For a two-dimensional crystal in a convex potential, the equilibrium shapewas known to consist of a countable disjoint union of closed convex sets.Here it is shown that each convex component minimizes the energy uniquelyamong convex sets of its area. Assuming symmetry under x $ �x, thecrystal formed must be unique, convex and connected. The last result leadsto a new proof that a convex crystal C = �C away from equilibrium remainsconvex and balanced under curvature-driven ow.Incidental results include new generalizations of the Brunn-Minkowskiinequality from sets to measures, and new derivations of inequalities due toPr�ekopa, Leindler, Brascamp and Lieb. A theorem of Brenier is improved toyield existence of a unique measure-preserving mapping with a convex po-tential between any pair of L1(Rd) probability measures on Rd; the potentialsatis�es a Monge-Amp�ere equation almost everywhere.A separate section considers compressible uid models for a rotating star.For �xed mass and large angular momentum, stable uniformly rotating so-lutions to the associated Navier-Stokes-Poisson system are constructed inthe form of binary stars with speci�ed mass ratio. A one-dimensional toymodel admitting explicit solution is also introduced: to any speci�ed num-iii



ber of components and their masses corresponds a single family of solutions,parameterized by angular velocity up to the point of equatorial break-up.
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1 IntroductionThe analysis of energy functionals plays a crucial role both in mathematicalphysics and in partial di�erential equations. Here the central issues are todetermine the existence of stationary con�gurations, particularly optimizers,and their properties: uniqueness, stability, symmetry: : : . Convexity, whenpresent, is a powerful tool for resolving these questions.This thesis develops a new convex structure on P(Rd), the space of Borelprobability measures on Rd. That is, for �; �0 2 P(Rd) and t 2 (0; 1), aninterpolant �t 2 P(Rd) is de�ned | see (3) below | which is for somepurposes more natural than (1� t)�+ t�0. Interesting estimates of the formE(�t) � (1� t)E(�)+ tE(�0) are established. With these estimates in lieu ofconvexity or rearrangement inequalities for E(�), the tools of convex analysisare brought to bear on problems in which they were not formerly thought toapply.Two problems frommathematical physics are solved in this way. The �rstmodels an interacting gas in which the attractive force increases with sepa-ration, while the second involves the shape of an equilibrium crystal grownin a convex potential. The third part of the thesis is essentially independent;it presents some results concerning rotating stars.Main ResultsThe �rst part of this thesis concerns a d-dimensional gas of particles inter-acting through a convex potential V (x) on Rd, and obeying an equation ofstate P = P (%) relating pressure to density. Normalizing the mass of the gasto be one, the state of the system is given by a mass density � 2 P(Rd) abso-lutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue: � 2 Pac(Rd). The corresponding1



energy is E(�) := ZRdA(�(x))dx+ ZZ d�(x)V (x� y)d�(y): (1)Here A(%) is a convex function determined by the pressure through (27);examples include A(%) = %q for q > 1. If P (%) � 0 with P (%)=%1�1=d non-decreasing, then E(�t) will be convex as a function of t. Under a slightlystronger assumption1, such as strict convexity of V (x), existence of a uniqueenergy minimizer up to translation is proved.The same technique yields a uniqueness result for a two-dimensional crys-tal in an external �eld. The �eld is assumed to be the negative gradient of aconvex potential Q(x), and to vanish only on a bounded set of measure zero.The crystal con�guration is given by a set K � R2 of unit area, while theenergy to be minimized is"(K) := Z@K F (�̂x) dH1(x) + ZK Q(x)d2x: (2)Here H1 is one-dimensional Hausdor� measure on the boundary @K of K;F (�̂x) > 0 is the surface tension, which depends on the oriented unit tangent�̂x to K and satis�es a triangle inequality2. For the isotropic case F = 1 thesurface energy is the length of @K. If rQ = 0, the shape of the minimizer isgiven by the Wul� construction [1], but when rQ is non-zero, little is knownbeyond the case of a sessile crystal in a uniform �eld [2]. Only an unpublishedresult of Okikiolu [3] shows that each connected component of the minimizingcrystal must be convex. Here it is proved that any such component uniquelyminimizes "(K) among convex sets of its area. If W and F are symmetricunder x$ �x, it follows that the minimizing crystal will be unique, convexand connected. Whether there is freedom to translate depends on rQ.1P (%)=%2 non-integrable at 1 to ensure � 2 Pac(Rd).2F is convex when extended to x 2 R2 by F (�x) := �F (x) for � � 0.2



Finally, the problem of rotating stars is examined. Instead of prescribinga rotation law [4] or uniform angular velocity [5], it is formulated as a vari-ational minimization over all densities � 2 Pac(R3) and velocity vector �eldson R3 which are consistent with a speci�ed linear momentum and angularmomentum about the center of mass. The energy of such a con�gurationconsists of (1) with V (x) = �1=jxj (Newtonian gravity), plus a kinetic term.For suitable P (%), this energy will be bounded below, but it never assumesa global minimum. Even for local minima to exist, we show that it is neces-sary to put a very strong, physically motivated topology on the con�gurationspace: that induced by the Wasserstein L1 metric [6]. Local minima in thistopology turn out to be stable, uniformly rotating solutions to the Euler-or Navier-Stokes-Poisson system (61-62), but the stationarity condition theysatisfy is slightly weaker than for a global energy minimizer: disconnectedcomponents of the star need not have the same chemical potential. For largeangular momentum, such minima are proved to exist in the form of binarystars with arbitrary mass ratio. This is our only existence result for the realproblem. However, we also introduce a one-dimensional model which cap-tures some of the complexity of the full problem, while retaining the virtueof being explicitly solvable. For a given mass, the solutions � come in un-countably many disjoint families, distinguished by the number of connectedcomponents in f� > 0g and their masses. Each family is continuously pa-rameterized by velocity of rotation, and terminates with equatorial break-upof the lightest component.Outline of MethodsIf � 2 P(Rd) and T : Rd �! Rd is a measurable transformation of Rd, a newprobability measure T#� is de�ned by T#�[M ] = �[T�1(M)] for M � Rd.T#� is called the push-forward of � through T . A slight extension of a theorem3



of Brenier [7] (also Theorem B.1 below) yields:Theorem: Given �; �0 2 P(Rd) with � 2 Pac(Rd), there exists a convexfunction  on Rd whose gradient r pushes forward � to �0. r is uniquelydetermined almost everywhere with respect to �.Our interpolant �t between � and �0 may now be de�ned in terms of  :�t := [(1� t)id+ tr ]#� (3)where id : Rd �! Rd is the identity transformation. A trivial example, to becontrasted with the usual interpolation, occurs when �0 is a translate of �:�0( � ) = �( � � x) implies �t( � ) = �( � � tx), also a translate of �.Control of the internal energy in (1) depends crucially on convexity of  .For the Lq(Rd) norm, rather strong inequalities are implied: k�tk�q0=dq is aconcave function of t when q�1+q0�1 = 1. This result is a generalization of theBrunn-Minkowski inequality from sets to measures: the classical inequality isrecovered by interpolating between the uniform probability measures on twogiven sets. Convexity of  also plays a role in the estimates for the energyin (2): here the endpoints of the interpolation are characteristic functions oftwo convex sets with unit area; for the interpolating measure k�tk1 � 1.OrganizationThe three parts of this thesis focus on the three problems here discussed.Properties of the interpolation (3) are developed alongside the �rst appli-cation. Four appendices are also provided. The �rst summarizes facts oflife regarding di�erentiability of convex functions, while the second gives there�nement of Brenier's theorem described above. A di�erent interpolationsharing the convexity properties of (3) may be based on certain explicitlyconstructed measure-preserving maps; Appendix C explores this alternative.4



Finally, Appendix D exploits these ideas to provide a new proof of inequal-ities due to Pr�ekopa-Leindler [8, 9, 10] and Brascamp-Lieb [11]. The errorterm in these inequalities is obtained exactly!
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Part IInteracting Gases2 Attraction Through a Convex PotentialConsider a d-dimensional gas of particles interacting through a convex poten-tial V (x) on Rd and obeying an equation of state in which the pressure P (%)is a function of the density only. The state of the system is described by anL1(Rd) mass density �(x) � 0; since the total mass of gas is �xed it may benormalized to Z � = 1. Thus � 2 Pac(Rd), the space of absolutely continuousprobability measures on Rd. The corresponding energy E(�) = U(�) +G(�)is a sum of the internal energy due to compression and the potential energydue to the interaction; one would like to show that the competition betweenthese two terms results in a unique ground state. E(�) is given byE(�) := ZRdA(�(x))dx+ ZZ d�(x)V (x� y)d�(y) (4)where the �rst term is the internal energy U(�). Its local density A(%) isdetermined by the pressure through (27); to be physical, P (%) should be non-decreasing and A(%) convex. Under slightly stronger assumptions | notablyP (%)=%1�1=d non-decreasing, and V (x) either strictly convex or sphericallysymmetric | Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 show that E(�) admits a minimizer inPac(Rd), unique up to translation. Examples satisfying these assumptionsinclude the polytropic equations of state P (%) = (q � 1)A(%) = %q withq > 1; for particular q, this approximates (semi-classically) the quantumkinetic energy of a gas of fermions: in three dimensions q = 5=3 [12].The existence result is obtained by a continuity-compactness argument,but in the absence of convexity there are few general tools for proving unique-ness. For a spherically symmetric potential V (x), one might use a sharp6



rearrangement inequality to reduce the problem to one dimension and thentry to study the associated ordinary di�erential equation. This approach hasbeen used successfully [13] in the important case of the Coulomb potentialV (x) = �jxj�1 with the Chandrasekhar equation of state. The strategy pur-sued in the sequel is rather di�erent: it is based on the presence of a peculiarsort of convexity in the functional (4).Although V (x) need not be spherically symmetric, Newton's Third Lawor the symmetry in (4) show V (x) = V (�x) to be completely general. ThusV (x) must be minimized at the origin, and G(�) cannot be convex: the Diracpoint mass �x at x 2 Rd is a minimum for G(�), but (1 � t)�x + t�y is not.However, if �t = �(1�t)x+ty were used instead of (1� t)�x + t�y to interpolatebetween the two Dirac measures, then the potential energy G(�t) would bet-independent as a reection of its translation invariance. Moreover, for apositive linear combination of such point masses�t =Xi mi�(1�t)xi+tyi;G(�t) is a convex function of t. This point of view, which emphasizes thelinear structure of Rd over that of the measure space, is reminiscent of theLagrangian formulation in uid mechanics. It is developed in the followingchapter, where we introduce a new convex structure on Pac(Rd): betweenarbitrary measures �; �0 2 Pac(Rd), for t 2 (0; 1) an interpolant �t 2 Pac(Rd)is de�ned. (This structure extends to the space of all Borel probability mea-sures P(Rd)). Moreover, both the internal and potential energies satisfyestimates of the form E(�t) � (1 � t)E(�) + tE(�0); (5)they are convex functions of the interpolation parameter t. The existence anduniqueness results follow rapidly. The estimates (5) may be of some interest7



apart from the application: when A(%) = %q for q > 1, scaling of U(�) implieslogarithmic convexity of the Lq(Rd) norm. In fact, k�tk�q0=dq is concave as afunction of t when q�1 + q0�1 = 1. That this result generalizes the Brunn-Minkowski inequality from sets to measures is most readily seen when q =1.The assumption on P (%) leading to (5) was that, as a function of dilationfactor, U(�) be convex non-increasing under mass preserving dilations of �.In the following chapter, the interpolant �t is introduced and its basicproperties are described. Convexity of the internal energy U(�t) is establishedin Chapter 4, but the technical details underlying the proof are relegated toChapter 6. The existence and uniqueness theorems for the attracting gasmay be found in Chapter 5.
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3 Interpolation of Probability MeasuresThe current chapter is devoted to de�ning and establishing the basic proper-ties of the convex structure on P(Rd) which is here introduced. Apart fromRemark 3.9, the discussion is restricted to the case in which one of the mea-sures is absolutely continous with respect to Lebesgue, in order to streamlinethe exposition. Before considering measures on Rd, the interpolation is char-acterized in the simplest case: for measures on the line d = 1.Let �; �0 2 Pac(R). For x 2 R, there exists y(x) 2 R [ f�1g such that�[ (�1; x) ] = �0[ (�1; y(x)) ]: (6)Although y(x) may not be one-to-one or single-valued, its value will beuniquely determined �-a.e. At the remaining points, a choice may be madefor which y(x) will be non-decreasing. As the time t is varied between 0and 1, the idea of the interpolation is to linearly displace the mass lyingunder � at x towards the corresponding point y(x) for �0, so that the inter-polant �t assigns mass �[(�1; x)] to the interval (�1; (1� t)x+ t y(x) ).This condition turns out to characterize �t. A simple example occurs when �and �0 are Gaussian measures with means � and �0 and standard deviations� and �0 respectively: y(x) is an a�ne function with slope �0=�, while �t isthe Gaussian measure with mean (1� t)�+ t�0 and deviation (1� t)�+ t�0.To de�ne �t more generally requires a few notions from measure theory.Let (X;X ) denote a measurable space, meaning X is a �-algebra of subsetsof X. Let (Y;Y) be another measurable space, T : X �! Y a measurabletransformation and ! a measure on (X;X ). Then T and ! induce a measureT#! on (Y;Y) de�ned by T#![M ] := ![T�1(M)] (7)forM 2 Y. T#! is called the push-forward of ! through T ; it is a probability9



measure if ! is. Observe that T need only be de�ned !-a.e. The change ofvariables theorem states that if f is a measurable function on Y , thenZY f(y) dT#!(y) = ZX f(T (x))d!(x): (8)Unless otherwise indicated, the measurable spaces X and Y will both be Rdwith the �-algebra of Borel sets. d-dimensional Lebesgue measure will playa frequently role; it is denoted by vol.Given �; �0 2 P(Rd), � absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue,we require a transformation T which will push forward � to �0. There aremany such T , several of which are suited for the present purposes. Onesuitable map is constructed explicitly in Appendix C, while a more eleganttransformation is shown to exist by a result of Brenier [7]. It states that Tcan be realized as the gradient of a convex function  : Rd �! R [ f+1g.Brenier proved this under mild restrictions on the measures � and �0, butthe restrictions are lifted in Theorem B.6. Using this theorem, we de�ne thedisplacement interpolation between � and �0:De�nition 3.1 (Displacement Interpolation)Given probability measures �; �0 2 P(Rd) with � 2 Pac(Rd), there exists  convex on Rd such that r #� = �0. Let id denote the identity mapping onRd. At time t 2 [0; 1], the displacement interpolant �t 2 P(Rd) between � and�0 is de�ned by �t := [(1� t)id+ tr ]#�: (9)The extension of this de�nition to t 2 R is suppressed. On the line d = 1,the monotone function y = r (x) is readily seen to satisfy (6), and thecharacterization given for �t follows rapidly.From De�nition 3.1, it is almost immediate that the interaction energyG(�) in (26) will be convex function along the lines of the displacementinterpolation. We say that the functional G(�) is displacement convex.10



Proposition 3.2 (Displacement Convexity of Potential Energy G)Given probability measures �; �0 2 Pac(Rd), let �t be the displacement in-terpolant between them (9). Then the interaction energy G(�t) is a convexfunction of t on [0; 1]. Strict convexity of G(�t) will follow from that of thepotential V (x), except when �0 is a translate of �.Proof: By the change of variables theorem (8)G(�t) := ZZ d�t(x) V (x� y) d�t(y)= ZZ d�(x) V � (1 � t)(x� y) + t(r (x)�r (y))� d�(y):Since V (x) is a convex function on Rd, the integrand above is manifestlyconvex as a function of t. This proves the initial assertion. If the convexityof V (x) is strict, the integrand will be strictly convex unlessr (x)�r (y) = x� y: (10)The integral will be strictly convex unless (10) holds almost everywhere ���,in which case r (x)� x is x-independent �-a.e. This would imply that �0 is� translated by r (x)� x. QED.The displacement convexity of the internal energy U(�) is a deeper result.There the convexity of  , not used in the proof of Proposition 3.2, enterscrucially. Before attacking this issue, it will be helpful to illuminate someof the elementary properties of the displacement interpolation. The nextpropositions show that it induces a bona �de convex structure on Pac(Rd)and explore the relationship between this structure and the symmetries of Rd| translation, dilation, reection, rotation. The proofs are postponed untilthe end of this chapter. Wherever ambiguity seems likely to arise, � t!�0 isused instead of �t to indicate explicit dependence on the endpoints � and �0.11



Proposition 3.3 Let �; �0 2 P(Rd) be probability measures with � 2 Pac(Rd).For t 2 [0; 1], the displacement interpolant �t = � t!�0 from (9) satis�es(i) �0 = � and �1 = �0;(ii) �t is uniquely determined by � and �0;(iii) �t is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue for t < 1;(iv) � t!�0 = �0 1�t! � (when the latter is de�ned);(v) if s; t0 2 [0; 1], then �t s!�t0 = � (1�s)t+st0! �0 .Remark 3.4 Proposition 3.3(iii) may be interpreted to mean that the ab-solutely continuous measures Pac(Rd) form a displacement convex subset ofP(Rd), with the remaining measures lying on its `boundary'.Remark 3.5 In order to verify the displacement convexity of a functionalW : Pac(Rd) �! R [ f+1g it is enough to show that for �; �0 2 Pac(Rd),W (�t) � (1 � t)W (�) + tW (�0). For � = (1 � s)t + st0, Proposition 3.3(v)then implies that W (��) � (1 � s)W (�t) + sW (�t0).In the next proposition, � : Rd �! Rd denotes a translation, dilation,or orthogonal transformation of Rd. In the usual way, the action of � on ameasure � 2 P(Rd) is de�ned to be �� := �#�.Proposition 3.6 Let � 2 Pac(Rd) and �0 2 P(Rd) with displacement inter-polant �t = � t!�0 . Denote by T� the translation T�(x) = x+� for x; � 2 Rd,and by S� the dilation S�(x) = �x on Rd by a factor � � 0. � denotes eitherT�, S� or a member of the orthogonal group on Rd. If � 2 Rd, �; � > 0 ands; t 2 [0; 1] then(i) ��t = �� t!��0 ;(ii) T(1�t)�+t� �t = T�� t!T��0 ;(iii) S��t = S�� s!S��0 if �(1 � t) = �(1 � s) and �t = �s.12



Example 3.7 (Translates and Dilates) In the trivial case �0 = �, theconvex function  may be taken to be  (x) = x2=2 since r = id pushesforward � to itself. The displacement interpolant is �t = � independent of t.Having made this observation, Proposition 3.6(ii) shows that for �0 = T��a translate of �, the displacement interpolant is �t = Tt��. For a dilate�0 = S��, the displacement interpolant is �t = S�� with � = (1� t) + t�.Example 3.8 (Gaussian Measures) Let �0; �1 2 Pac(Rd) be Gaussianmeasures. At time t 2 (0; 1) the displacement interpolant �t will also be aGaussian; its mean and covariance interpolate between those of �0 and �1.More speci�cally, let �i be centered at �i 2 Rd (i = 0; 1) and denote itscovariance by �i. Then �i is the d� d matrix whose entries areZRdxjxk d�i(x) j; k = 1 : : : d;it is a positive matrix �i > 0, meaning positive de�nite and self-adjoint. Itsu�ces to �nd �t when �0 = �1 = 0, since Proposition 3.6(ii) shows that thegeneral interpolant is then obtained by translating �t to (1�t)�0+t�1. By thechange of variables theorem (8), the push-forward of a Gaussian �0 through alinear transformation � yields another Gaussian with covariance ��0�y. Forthe transformation � to be the gradient of a convex function, it is necessaryand su�cient that � � 0 be matrix positive. Although the matrix equation��0�y = �1 has many solutions, the uniqueness part of Theorem B.6 showsthat only one can be positive; it is � = �1=21 (�1=21 �0�1=21 )�1=2�1=21 , computedpreviously in a related context [14]. Here �1=2 denotes the positive squareroot of �. By uniqueness, �t must be the Gaussian [(1� t)id+ t�]#�0.Remark 3.9 (Singular Measures) A displacement interpolant may stillbe de�ned even if neither of the endpoints �; �0 2 P(Rd) is in Pac(Rd). Let be a convex function on Rd. As a subset of Rd � Rd, the graph of r 13



is characterized by a property (118) known as cyclical monotonicity. Hereh ; i denotes the Euclidean inner product, so the two-point inequalityhr (x)�r (y); x� yi � 0 (11)has a clear geometrical interpretation: it states that the directions of thedisplacement vectors between x and y and between their images under r di�er by no more than 90�; on the line this reduces to monotonicity. CorollaryB.2 provides a joint probability measure p 2 P(Rd � Rd) with cyclicallymonotone support having � and �0 as its marginals. Let t 2 [0; 1] and de�ne�t(x; y) := (1 � t)x+ ty (12)on Rd � Rd. Then �t := �t#p. Corollary B.4 shows that this de�nitioncoincides with (9) when one of the endpoints is absolutely continuous; ifneither is absolutely continuous, Remark B.7 shows �t need not be unique.Even when uniqueness fails, Propositions 3.2, 3.3(iv)-(v) and 3.6 will continueto hold along each of the non-unique paths.Remark 3.10 (Continuity) Although it is not required here, Lemma B.3and the uniqueness part of Theorem B.6 combine to show continuity of themap from Pac(Rd) � [0; 1] � P(Rd) to P(Rd) taking (�; t; �0) to � t! �0 . Asin Chapter 5, the measure spaces are topologized using convergence againstC1(Rd) test functions.Remark 3.11 For comparison with the convexity of Proposition 3.2, wenote that the potential energy G(�), restricted to P(Rd), may well be concavein the usual sense: G( (1� t) �+ t �0 ) � (1� t)G(�) + tG(�0). For example,take V (x) = jxj2. To see concavity of G(�) = Q(�; �) on P(Rd), expandG( (1 � t) �+ t �0 ) = (1� t)2G(�) + 2(1 � t)tQ(�; �0) + t2G(�0)14



whereQ(�; �0) is the implicit quadratic form, and examine the coe�cient of t2.Non-positivity of this coe�cient is transparent in the following probablisticsetting. Consider indepedent random variables x; ~x; y; ~y : X �! Rd on somemeasure space (X;X ) with probability measure !. Assume � = x#! = ~x#!and �0 = y#! = ~y#!, so that Q(�; �0) = E [jx� yj2] where E [ � ] denotesexpectation. Concavity of G(�) is equivalent toE hjx� yj2i � E hjx� ~xj2i = 2 + E hjy � ~yj2i = 2: (13)Taking expectations, (13) is immediate from the identitiesjx� ~yj2 + jy � ~xj2 = jx� ~xj2 + jy � ~yj2 + 2 hx � y; ~x� ~yi andE [hx� y; ~x� ~yi] = hE [x� y] ; E [~x� ~y]i = jE [x� y] j2 � 0:Proof of Proposition 3.3: Let  be convex with �0 = r #�. Then (i)is obvious. Theorem B.6 shows r is uniquely determined �-a.e., whichimplies the uniqueness (ii) of �t. To see (iii), let �(x) := (1� t)x2=2+ t  (x)denote the function whose gradient pushes forward � to �t. The claim is thatif M � Rd is (a Borel set) of Lebesgue measure zero, so is (r�)�1(M); �tthen vanishes on the former because � vanishes on the latter. Convexity of  implies strict convexity of �, so that (r�)�1 must be a single-valued functionon its domain. Moreover, sincejr�(x)�r�(y)j jx� yj � hr�(x)�r�(y); x� yi= (1� t) jx� yj2 + thr (x)�r (y); x� yi;(11) shows that (r�)�1 is Lipshitz with constant no greater than (1 � t)�1.(iii) is then a consequence of a standard measure theoretic result [15] statingthat vol (r�)�1M � (1 � t)�dvolM .The alternative de�nition of �t given in Remark 3.9 provides the easiestway to see (iv). Let p 2 P(Rd � Rd) be the joint probability measure with15



cyclically monotone support and � and �0 as its marginals, i.e. connecting� to �0 in the sense of Corollary B.2. Let �t(x; y) the map (12) pushing pforward to � t! �0 . If � denotes the involution �(x; y) = (y; x) on Rd � Rd,then �#p connects �0 to � and is pushed forward to �0 1�t! � by �1�t. Since�1�t(y; x) = �t(x; y), (iv) is proved.Finally, (iv) is used along with the special case� st!�0 = � s!�t (14)to prove (v). � as above satisfying �t = r�#�, is used to de�ne � s!�t ; (14)follows from (1�s) id+sr� = (1�st) id+str . Now let � = (1�s)t+st0,and noting (iv) take t0 � t without loss of generality. Then (14) and (iv)imply �t0 = � t0=t! �t = �t 1�t0=t! � and also �� = � �=t! �t = �t 1��=t! � . Since(t� �)=(t � t0) = s � 1, (14) once more yields �� = �t s!�t0 . QED.Proof of Proposition 3.6: Remark 3.9 gives a de�nition of �t throughthe measure p 2 P(Rd � Rd) with cyclically monotone support and � and �0as marginals. The relevant observation is that a cyclically monotone subsetof Rd � Rd remains cyclically monotone under any of the transformations� � �, T� � T� or S� � S�. The result (i), (ii) or (iii) is then obtained bypushing p forward through one of these transformations: the push-forwardhas cyclically monotone support, and the correct marginals by the change ofvariables theorem (8). De�ning �t(x; y) as in (12), the results follow from��t(x; y) = �t(�x;�y);(1� t)�+ t � +�t(x; y) = �t(x+ �; y + �); and��t(x; y) = �s(�x; �y): QED.16



4 Displacement Convexity of Z A(�)In the sequel it is shown that for suitable convex functions A(%), the func-tional U(�) := ZRdA(�(x)) dx (15)will be displacement convex on Pac(Rd), i.e. U(�t) will be a convex functionof t along the path of the displacement interpolation � t!�0 . For the Lq(Rd)norm rather more can be said: k�tk�q0=dq is concave provided q�1 + q0�1 = 1,and linear when � and �0 are dilates. The Brunn-Minkowski inequality isrecovered as a special case of this result.To any � 2 Pac(Rd) is associated the family of dilates S�� which maybe obtained as the push-forward of � through dilation of Rd by some factor� > 0. The condition for displacement convexity of U(�) is merely this:U(S��) should be convex non-increasing as a function of �. The necessity ofthe convexity is obvious; its su�ciency is the content of Theorem 4.2. Thehypothesis is also physically reasonable: as a gas expands, its internal energymust certainly decrease; it should vanish as � ! 1 and diverge as � ! 0.In terms of A : [0;1) �! R [ f+1g, the condition is:(A1) �dA(��d) be convex non-increasing on � 2 (0;1), with A(0) = 0.Having made this assumption, the displacement convexity of U(�) hingeson two observations. Consider mass m of a gas whose internal energy isgiven by (15). If the gas is uniformly distributed uniformly throughout abox of volume v, U = A(m=v)v. Imagine then that the side lengths of the(d-dimensional) box are varied linearly with time, so that the volume, density,and internal energy U(t) become functions of time. The �rst observation isthat U(t) is a convex function of time. The second observation is that theform of the displacement interpolation makes it possible to use convexityof U(t) locally to obtain a global inequality | Theorem 4.2. The idea of17



the interpolation is to transfer the small mass of gas with approximatelyconstant density �(x) from a neighbourhood of x to a neighbourhood ofr (x). The mapping r may be linearly approximated almost everywhereby its derivative r2 (x), a non-negative matrix. Choosing a basis whichdiagonalizes r2 (x) and replacing the neighbourhood of x by a small cube,the t-linearity of the interpolating map (1� t)id+ tr throws us back to the�rst observation. The monotonicity condition (11) ensures that two disjointcubes initially at points x and y will not interfere with each other duringsubsequent motion for t 2 [0; 1].The proof is facilitated by an elementary lemma:Lemma 4.1 Suppose h : (0;1) �! R [ f+1g is convex non-increasingwhile g : [0; 1] �! (0;1) is concave. Then the composition h�g is convex.Except on intervals where g(t) is constant, h�g will be strictly convex if h is.Proof: For the analysis of cases of equality, assume the convexity | hencethe monotonicity | of h to be strict. Let s; t; t0 2 [0; 1]. Theng�(1� s)t+ st0� � (1 � s) g(t) + s g(t0)so h�g �(1� s)t+ st0)� � h�(1� s) g(t) + s g(t0)�� (1 � s)h�g (t) + s h�g (t0):The �rst two inequalities are strict unless g is a�ne on [t; t0], while the lastis strict unless g(t) = g(t0). QED.Theorem 4.2 (Displacement Convexity of Internal Energy U(�))Let �; �0 2 Pac(Rd), and de�ne the displacement interpolant �t = � t!�0 usingthe convex function  for which r #� = �0. Assuming (A1), the internalenergy U(�t) will be a convex function of t on [0; 1]. Strict convexity follows18



from that of �dA(��d) unless r2 (x) = I holds �-a.e.3 In the latter caseU(�t) will be t-independent.Proof: Proposition 3.3(iii) shows that �t is absolutely continuous (withrespect to Lebesgue). By the Monotone Change of Variables Theorem 6.4,the set X on which r2 (x) > 0 and its inverse exist has full measure for �,and moreoverU(�t) = ZX A �(x)det [(1� t)I + tr2 (x)]!det [(1� t)I + tr2 (x)] dx: (16)Actually, for t < 1, one should integrate over all points at which r2 (x)exists, but the distinction is moot because A(0) = 0 and X is full measurefor �. Fix x 2 X, letting � := r2 (x) and v(t) := det [(1� t)I + t�]. Since� is matrix positive, v1=d(t) is known to be a concave function of t, strictlyconcave unless � is a multiple of the identity. This is the kernel of anyproof of the Brunn-Minkowski inequality [15, 16]: in the basis diagonalizing�, concavity may be seen to result from the domination of the geometricby the arithmetic mean. With g(t) := v1=d(t) and h(�) := �dA��(x)=�d�,Lemma 4.1 shows the integrand of (16) to be a convex function of t, strictlyconvex (unless v(t) is constant) if the convexity in (A1) is strict. v(t) constantimplies r2 (x) = I. Integrating proves the result. QED.Remark 4.3 In the proof of Theorem 4.2, a crucial role is played by thefact that the transfer of mass de�ning the displacement interpolation is ir-rotational; the matrix positivity of r2 (x) may be interpreted to mean thatunder r , small neighbourhoods of x are stretched or shrunk in variousdirections, but never turned or inverted. For comparison, consider a masstransfer algorithm in which a rotation by �=2 radians replaces r . Now3The Hessian r2 is de�ned as in (120).19



U(0) = U(1) for a global rotation; but for a transfer which is linear in timethe volume of any small set in spt � has been reduced by a factor 1=p2 attime t = 1=2. The contribution to U(1=2) is increased accordingly. Obvi-ously, U(1=2) > U(0) = U(1) is not compatible with convexity. The sameargument applies locally to a transfer procedure which need not be a globalrotation.In the special caseA(%) = %q, a scaling argument strengthens Theorem 4.2considerably. For the displacement interpolation, convexity of the Lq(Rd)norm turns out to be better than logarithmic: if q0 is H�older conjugate to qthen k�k�q0=dq is displacement concave. This inequality is sharp in the sensethat kS��k�q0=dq depends linearly on � > 0 for a mass-preserving dilationof �. The formulation of the next two remarks has been selected to facilitatecomparison with inequalities from [11], recapitulated here in Corollary D.4.Corollary 4.4 (Logarithmic Convexity of the Lq(Rd) Norm)Let �t = � t!�0 be the displacement interpolant between �; �0 2 Pac(Rd). Let0 < q � 1 satisfy q � 1� 1=d and de�ne � := �(1� 1=q)�1=d. Thenk�tk�q � (1� t) k�k�q + t k�0k�q : (17)As a result, log k�tkq is convex on t 2 [0; 1] for q > 1 and concave for q < 1.Proof: Unless q 6= 1 and t 2 (0; 1), the assertion is vacuous. To begin,assume q > 1 and �; �0 2 Lq(Rd). Letting S� denote dilation by � > 0,it is possible to choose factors �; �0 > 0 such that kS��kq = kS�0�0kq and(1 � t)=� + t=�0 = 1. Setting s = t=�0 2 (0; 1), Proposition 3.6(iii) showsthat �t = S�� s!S�0�0 . Because A(%) = %q satis�es (A1), Theorem 4.2 showsk�tkqq to be convex as long as q <1:k�tkqq � (1� s)kS��kqq + skS�0�0kqq (18)= kS��kqq: (19)20



Since t� is decreasing for q > 1,k�tk�q � kS��k�q (20)= (1 � s)kS��k�q + skS�0�0k�q : (21)In the case q =1, (20) follows immediately from Theorem 4.2 with A(%) = 0where % � kS��k1 and A(%) = 1 otherwise. Either way, the case q > 1 isestablished for �; �0 2 Lq(Rd) by the scaling relation kS��kq = �1=�k�kq in(21). If k�0kq = 1, a separate argument is required: k�tkq � kS1�t �kq =(1� t)1=�k�kq follows directly from (16), det [(1� t)I + tr2 ] � (1� t)d andmonotonicity in (A1). When q < 1 the argument is the same, except thatthe inequality in (18) is reversed because it is A(%) = �%q which satis�es(A1); on the other hand, the inequality in (20) is restored because � > 0.Taking the logarithm of (17), the convexity or concavity of log k�tkq followsaccording to the sign of �. Remark 3.5 has been noted. QED.Remark 4.5 (Brunn-Minkowski Inequality)This classical geometric inequality [17] compares the Lebesgue measures oftwo sets K;K 0 � Rd and their vector sum K+K 0 = fk+k0 j (k; k0) 2 K�K 0g;for non-empty sets, it states thatvol 1=d[K +K 0] � vol 1=dK + vol 1=dK 0: (22)The inequality is recovered from Corollary 4.4 with q 6= 1.Proof of (22): Assume K;K 0 are compact, since the general case willfollow by regularity of Lebesgue measure; unless both sets are of positivemeasure, there is little to prove. (22) is equivalent to the concavity ofvol 1=d(1 � t)K + tK 0 on [0; 1]. Therefore, let � 2 Pac(Rd) be the restric-tion of Lebesgue measure to K, normalized to have unit mass, and let �021



be the analogous measure on K 0. Let  be the convex function for whichr #� = �0; then r (x) 2 K 0 �-a.e. Therefore the support spt �t of thedisplacement interpolant between � and �0 must lie in the (compact) set(1� t)K + tK 0. With q�1 + q0�1 = 1, Corollary 4.4 asserts thatk�tk�q0=dq � (1� t)k�k�q0=dq + tk�0k�q0=dq : (23)By construction, volK = k�k�q0q and the same holds for K 0. Applied to�t 2 Pac(Rd), Jensen's inequality yields vol [spt �t] � k�tk�q0q for q <1; thisestimate is trivial when q =1. The theorem then follows from the inclusion(1� t)K + tK 0 � spt �t: (24)QED.Remark 4.6 It is interesting to note that the inclusion (24) will typicallybe strict; spt �t interpolates more e�ciently between K and K 0 than theMinkowski combination (1� t)K+ tK 0. As an example, take both K and K 0to be ellipsoids| a�ne images of the unit ball. The same considerations as inExample 3.8 show the mass of the displacement interpolant �t to be uniformlydistributed over a third ellipsoid. On the other hand, (1 � t)K + tK 0 willnot be an ellipsoid except in special cases, a fact which is easily appreciatedwhen K is the unit ball and K 0 is highly eccentric (even degenerate).Remark 4.7 (Pr�ekopa-Leindler Theorems)A theorem of Pr�ekopa and Leindler [8, 9, 10] gives another generalizationof the Brunn-Minkowski inequality to functions on Rd. For non-negativemeasurable functions f; g on Rd and t 2 (0; 1), it states that the interpolanth(x) := supy2Rd f � y1 � t�1�t g �x� yt �t (25)22



satis�es the inequality khk1 � kfk1�t1 kgkt1. By scaling, the case kfk1 =kgk1 = 1 is quite general. The displacement interpolant f t! g 2 Pac(Rd)between f and g can then be de�ned, and the Pr�ekopa-Leindler theorem be-comes a trivial consequence of the observation that h � f t!g : the inequalitykhk1 � 1 is saturated with the displacement interpolant in place of h ! Astronger assertion is veri�ed in Appendix D, and parlayed into a transparentproof of both the Pr�ekopa-Leindler theorem and related inequalities due toBrascamp and Lieb [11].
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5 Existence and Uniqueness of Ground StateArmed with the estimates of the two preceding sections, we return to the ex-istence and uniqueness questions regarding the ground state of the attractinggas model described by (4). In this model, the con�guration of the gas isgiven by its mass density � 2 Pac(Rd), and the interaction is through a convexpotential V on Rd. This leads to a potential energyG(�) := ZZ d�(x)V (x� y)d�(y): (26)Although V need not be spherically symmetric, it is clear from (26) or byNewton's third law that it may be taken to be even: V(x)=V(-x). Thus Vis minimized at the origin, and V (0) = 0 without loss of generality.The gas is also assumed to satisfy an equation of state P (�) relatingpressure to density, which leads to an internal energy U(�) of the form (15).The local density A(%) of U(�) is obtained by integrating dU = �Pdv:A(%) := Z 11 P (%=v) dv: (27)To be physical, the pressure P (%) � 0 should be non-decreasing; we makethe stronger assumptions(P1) P : [0;1) �! [0;1] with P (%)=%1�1=d non-decreasing;(P2) P (%)=%2 not integrable at 1.For �xed �, changing variables to s = �v1=d in (27) shows the equivalence of(P1) to the convexity of U(�) under dilations, (A1) of the previous section.Strict monotonicity in (P1) is equivalent to strict convexity in (A1). ThusU(�) will be displacement convex. A(%) is also seen to be convex and lowersemi-continuous. (P2) implies that A(%)=% diverges with %, and excludesthe possibility that the energy minimizing measure might have a singularpart with respect to Lebesgue. Under these assumptions, if V (x) is strictlyconvex we show that the total energy E(�) = U(�) + G(�) � 0 attains a24



unique minimum up to translation, unless E(�) =1. If convexity of V (x) isnot strict, the conclusions will still hold provided the monotonicity in (P1)is strict and V (x) = V (jxj) is spherically symmetric, not identically zero.Uniqueness is proved by combining the displacement convexity of G(�)and U(�). Displacement convexity also plays a role in the existence proof,which relies on a compactness argument. Let C1(Rd) be the Banach spaceof continuous functions vanishing at 1, under the sup norm. By the Riesz-Markov Theorem, its dual C1(Rd)� consists of Borel measures of �nite totalvariation. The relevant topology on Pac(Rd) � C1(Rd)� will be the weak-�topology, the topology of convergence against C1(Rd) test functions.Theorem 5.1 (Existence and Uniqueness of Ground State)Assume (P1-P2) and V : Rd �! R [ f+1g to be strictly convex. Let theenergy E(�) = U(�) + G(�) be given by (4) with A(%) from (27), and Eg :=inf E(�) over � 2 Pac(Rd). If Eg < 1, the in�mum is uniquely attained upto translation. The minimizer �g may be taken to be even: �g(x) = �g(�x).Proof: Uniqueness is proven �rst: suppose two minimizers �g; �0g 2 Pac(Rd)exist. Fix t 2 (0; 1) and consider the displacement interpolant �t = �g t!�0gbetween them. Since U(�) and G(�) are displacement convex (Theorem 4.2and Proposition 3.2), E(�t) � (1 � t)E(�g) + tE(�0g) = Eg. Strict inequalityholds by Proposition 3.2 unless �g is a translate of �0g. Since no con�gurationcan have energy less than Eg, uniqueness is established.For the existence proof, replace V (x) by (V (x) + V (�x))=2, adding aconstant so the minimum V (0) = 0; the e�ect on E(�) is a shift by the sameconstant. Noting that E(�) � 0, choose an energy minimizing sequence�n 2 Pac(Rd) � C1(Rd)�. By Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6 any weak-� limit point�g 2 Pac(Rd) of �n must minimizeE(�). In fact, Corollary 5.5 applies becauseof (P2), and shows that �g need only satisfy the mass constraint �g 2 P(Rd):25



�niteness of Eg implies absolute continuity of �g. The Banach-Alaoglu The-orem provides weak-� compactness of the unit ball in C1(Rd)�, but becauseE(�) is translation invariant, precautions must be taken to ensure that nomass escapes to 1.Consider the reection �(x) := �x on Rd. Propositions 3.6(i) and 3.3(iv)show the displacement interpolant � 1=2!�� to be invariant under �; it shouldbe thought of as a symmetrization of �. Moreover E(��) = E(�), so bydisplacement convexity this symmetrization can only lower the energy of �.The minimizing sequence �n may therefore be replaced by one for which�n(x) = �n(�x). Extracting a subsequence if necessary, �n may be taken toconverge to a limit �g weak-�. �g is a positive Borel measure; it is even andhas total mass no greater than unity.Since V is strictly convex with minimum V (0) = 0, it is bounded awayfrom zero on the unit sphere: V (x) � k > 0 for jxj = 1. For jxj > 1 convexityyields V (x) > kjxj, in which caseZRdV (x� y)d�n(y) � Zh y; xi�0V (x� y)d�n(y) � kjxj=2since half of the mass of �n lies on either side of the hyperplane h y; xi = 0.Integrating this inequality against �n(x) over jxj > R > 1 yields a lowerbound G(�n) � kR2 Zjxj>R d�n(x): (28)E(�n) may be assumed to be bounded above, so G(�n) � L. Thus (28)controls the mass of �n outside of any large ball, uniformly in n. If 0 � ' � 1is a C1(Rd) test function with ' = 1 on jxj � R, weak-� convergence yieldsZ 'd�g � 1� 2L=kR. Since R was arbitrary, �g[Rd] = 1. QED.In the event that the potential V (x) is not strictly convex, it may yet bepossible to prove existence of a unique energy minimizer using a more delicate26



argument. This will be true if the monotonicity in (P1) is strict and theconvex potential V (x) = V (jxj) is spherically symmetric but not identicallyzero. The existence argument of Theorem 5.1 requires only the slightestmodi�cation: V (x) might vanish on jxj = 1, but it is non-zero on somesphere of �nite radius. On the other hand, the uniqueness argument fails,because the displacement convexity of the interaction energy need not bestrict. However, Theorem 5.3 shows that the condition for strict displacementconvexity of the internal energy can be used instead to force two minimizersto be translates of each other. It is necessary to state a preliminary lemmaregarding the decomposition of convex functions on Rd.Lemma 5.2 Let  and � be convex functions on Rd, and 
 � Rd an openconvex set on which both  and � are �nite. Suppose � is di�erentiable on 
with locally Lipschitz derivative r� : 
 �! Rd. If the Hessians r2�=r2 agree almost everywhere there, then  � � is convex on 
.Proof: First, consider functions on the line d = 1.  may be viewed as adistribution on 
 � R; its convexity is characterized by the fact that its dis-tributional second derivative is a positive Radon measure ! on 
. Lebesguedecompose ! = !ac + !sing. Integrating !ac twice from some base point in
 yields a di�erentiable convex function �. Its derivative �0 is a monotonefunction, absolutely continuous on compact subsets, hence �00 exists and co-incides with !ac both pointwise almost everywhere and in the distributionalsense. �00 also coincides with !ac, thus �0��0 | being absolutely continuous| is constant, and � � � is a�ne. On the other hand,  � � is convex sinceits distributional second derivative is !sing � 0. Thus  � � is convex.The higher dimensional case d > 1 is reduced to the case d = 1 asfollows. Suppose convexity of  � � were violated along some line segmentwith endpoints x0; y0 2 
. Continuity of  and � shows that convexity is also27



violated along any line segment with endpoints x and y su�ciently close tox0 and y0. Since r2 and r2� exist and coincide almost everywhere on 
,Fubini's Theorem shows that for some such x and y, r2 = r2� almosteverywhere along (1� t)x+ ty (with respect to the one dimensional Lebesguemeasure). Viewing  and � as functions of t 2 [0; 1] along this segment, theirsecond derivatives are determined by y � x and the Hessians r2 and r2�wherever the latter exist. A contradiction with the d = 1 result would bereached, forcing the conclusion that convexity of  � � cannot be violated.QED.Theorem 5.3 (Uniqueness Without Strict Convexity of V(x))Assume that P (%) satis�es the monotonicity condition (P1) strictly, and thatthe convex function V : Rd �! R [ f+1g is spherically symmetric, notconstant. If the energy E(�) = U(�)+G(�) given by (4) with A(%) from (27)attains a �nite minimum at �g 2 Pac(Rd), then �g is unique up to translation.Proof: Denote by ��g the symmetric decreasing rearrangement of �g: thatis, the spherically symmetric, radially non-increasing function satisfyingvol f��g > kg = vol f�g > kg (29)for all k > 0. The internal energy U(��g) = U(�g) by (29), while a re-arrangement inequality due to Riesz [18] states that G(��g) � G(�g) sincethe potential V (x) is symmetric non-decreasing. Thus ��g also minimizesE(�). Suppose �0g 2 Pac(Rd) is another energy minimizer, and de�ne thedisplacement interpolant �t between ��g and �0g via the convex  for whichr #��g = �0g. U(�) and G(�) are displacement convex as before. Since strictconvexity of U(�t) would imply a contradiction, Theorem 4.2 shows thatU(��g) = U(�0g) and r2 (x) = I a.e. on the interior 
 of spt ��g. Lemma 5.2shows that  (x)�x2=2 must be convex on 
. Unless  (x)�x2=2 is a�ne on28



this ball | so that �0g is a translate of ��g | we show G(��g) < G(�0g), a con-tradiction. If r exists at x; y 2 Rd, then the monotonicity inequality (11)will be strict unless r (x) = r (y). Applied to the function  (x)� x2=2rather than  (x), this shows that if r (x)� x 6= r (y)� y, thenjr (x)�r (y)j > jx� yj: (30)Unless  (x) � x2=2 is a�ne on 
, (30) will be satis�ed at some x; y 2 
.By the continuity properties of r , (30) will continue to hold in a smallneighbourhood of (x; y) 2 Rd � Rd | which is to say, on a set of positivemeasure ��g � ��g. The change of variables formula (8) yieldsG(�0g) = ZZ d��g(x) V (r (x)�r (y)) d��g(y):If the convex potential V (x) assumes a unique minimum at x = 0 | so thatit is strictly attractive | then V (r (x) � r (y)) > V (x � y) wherever(30) holds. The contradiction G(�0g) > G(��g), and therefore the theorem, isestablished in this case.The remaining case | V (x) constant on a ball of radius r about 0 |requires an additional argument. Take V (0) = 0. If V (x) = 1 for jxj > r,all of the mass of the minimizer must lie in a set of diameter r; in fact itmust be uniformly distributed over a ball of diameter r by Jensen's inequalityand the isodiametric inequality [15]. This case aside, it is necessary to showthat the diameter of 
 is greater than r; then the argument of the precedingparagraph will apply: unlessr is a�ne, it will be possible to choose x; y 2 
with jxj > r=2 and y = �x to satisfy (30), and V (r (x)�r (y))> V (x�y)will hold on a neighbourhood of (x; y). The possibility that 
 � Br=2(0) isprecluded by contradiction. Assume G(��g) = 0, and consider the dilationS���g of ��g by factor � � 1. De�ning G(�) := G(S���g), it will be shown thatG(�) grows sublinearly with small � � 1 while U(�) := U(S���g) decreases29



linearly; the contradiction is obtained since ��g is allegedly a minimizer. Infact, G(�) = o(� � 1)2 as �! 1+. To see this, note that for � � 1 the onlycontribution to G(�) comes from the self-interaction of the mass m(�) lyingwithin a spherical shell of thickness (� � 1)r around the surface jxj = r=2.Since ��g is symmetric decreasing, its density is bounded except at the origin;thus m(�) � k(�� 1). By continuity of V (x), � near 1 ensures V (x) < � forx < �r, implying G(�) � �m2(�). Certainly G0(1+) = 0. On the other hand,strict convexity of the decreasing function U(�) follows from strict convexityin (A1) or strict monotonicity in (P1). Thus U 0(1+) < 0. In combination,these estimates preclude G(��g) = 0, and conclude the proof. QED.Lemma 5.4 (Weak-� Lower Semi-Continuity of U(�))Assume A : [0;1) �! [0;1] is convex and lower semi-continuous. De�neU(�) by (15). Then U(�) is weak-� lower semi-continuous on Pac(Rd) �C1(Rd)�.Proof: Let �n �! � weak-� in Pac(Rd). The claim is that limnU(�n) � U(�).Let ' � 0 be a continuous (spherically symmetric) function of compact sup-port such that R ' = 1. Convolving with the molli�er '�(x) := ��d'(x=�) 2C1(Rd), one has pointwise convergence of �n�'� to ��'� as n!1. Jensen'sinequality with the convex function A(%) yieldsZ A(�(y))'�(x� y) dy � A�Z �(y)'�(x� y) dy� :U(�) � U(��'�) is obtained by integrating over x 2 Rd. For �xed � > 0,limnU(�n) � limn U(�n�'�)� Z limnA(�n�'�)� Z A(��'�)= U(��'�):30



The second inequality is Fatou's Lemma while the third is the lower semi-continuity of A(%). At the Lebesgue points of �, hence almost everywhere,it can be shown that � � '� �! � as �! 0. Another application of Fatou'sLemma and the lower semi-continuity of A(%) yields lim�U(��'�) � U(�).QED.Corollary 5.5 In addition to the hypotheses of Lemma 5.4, suppose A(%)=%diverges as % ! 1. Then U(�) remains weak-� lower semi-continuous if itis extended to P(Rd) � C1(Rd)� by taking U(�) =1 unless � 2 Pac(Rd).Proof: The only case to check is that limnU(�n) = 1 when a sequence�n 2 Pac(Rd) tends to a limit � 2 P(Rd) not absolutely continuous. Lebesguedecompose � = �ac+�sing. The singular part �sing is a positive Borel measurewith �nite mass. By regularity, there is a compact set K and m > 0 suchthat �sing[K] > m but volK = 0, and an open set N � K with arbitrarilysmall Lebesgue measure. Choose a C1(Rd) test function 0 � ' � 1 vanishingoutside N with ' = 1 on K. For n large �n[N ] > m and Jensen's inequalitytogether with the monotonicity of A(%) yieldsZN A(�n) � A mvol [N ]! vol [N ]:Since A(%)=% diverges, starting with vol [N ] very small forces U(�n) �! 1with n. QED.Lemma 5.6 (Weak-� Lower Semi-Continuity of G(�))Assume V : Rd �! [0;1] convex and de�ne G(�) by (26). Then G(�) isweak-� lower semi-continuous on Pac(Rd) � C1(Rd)�.Proof: Let �n �! � weak-� in Pac(Rd). The claim is that G(�) � limnG(�n).Certainly the product measure �n � �n �! �� � weak-� in C1(Rd � Rd)�.31



Being convex, V (x; y) := V (x� y) agrees with a lower semi-continuous func-tion except on a set of measure zero. Although V (x; y) is not C1(Rd � Rd),it can therefore be approximated pointwise a.e. by an increasing sequenceof positive functions Vr(x; y) which are. De�ne Gr(�) analogously to G(�)but with Vr replacing V . For �xed r, Gr(�) = limn Gr(�n) � limnG(�n). ByLebesgue's Monotone Convergence Theorem, Gr(�) increases to G(�) andthe result is proved. QED.
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6 Monotone Change of Variables TheoremLet  be a convex function on Rd, and denote the interior of the convexset f < 1g by 
 := int dom . As the gradient of a convex function,r : 
 �! Rd represents the generalization to higher dimensions of a mono-tone map on the interval. It is a measurable transformation, de�ned anddi�erentiable4 almost everywhere, and will be casually referred to as a mono-tone map. Sundry notions related to  , including the subgradient @ and theLegendre transform  � may be found in Appendix A. The goal of the currentchapter is to establish Theorem 6.4, which contains the change of variablestheory for monotone transformations required in the proof of Theorem 4.2.Although r may not be Lipshitz, the Jacobian factor det [r2 (x)] appear-ing in (34) is exactly what one expects from the standard theory of Lipshitztransformations.As before, r will be used to push-forward certain positive Radon mea-sures � from 
 to Rd. That is � may no longer have unit or even �nitemass, but will be �nite on compact subsets. The set of such measures willbe denotedM(
). � 2 M(
) is well known to decompose as � = �ac+ �sing,where �ac is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue and �sing vanishesexcept on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. The setMac(
) of absolutely con-tinuous measures is just the positive cone in L1loc(
); thus �ac may be viewedsimultaneously as a measure and a function. Di�erentiation of measures [19]is exploited to identify the pushed-forward measure: If � 2 M(
) for somedomain 
, its symmetric derivative D� at x 2 
 is de�ned to beD�(x) := limr!0 �Br(x)volBr ; (31)where Br(x) is the ball of radius r centered on x. D�(x) exists | andagrees with �ac(x) | Lebesgue almost everywhere; D�(x) = 1 on a set of4Its derivative r2 is de�ned in the sense of (120).33



full measure for �sing. From the symmetric derivative �-a.e., it is thereforepossible to reconstruct �ac and determine whether �sing = 0. At the Lebesguepoints of � = �ac, hence almost everywhere, the limit (31) remains unchangedif the balls Br(x) are replaced by a sequence of Borel setsMn shrinking nicelyto x, meaning there is a sequence r(n)! 0 such that Mn � Br(n)(x) and theratio volMn=volBr(n) is bounded away from zero.The �rst lemma provides an alternative de�nition of r #� which is ex-ploited freely throughout this chapter.Lemma 6.1 Let  be a convex function with 
 := int dom , and denotethe subgradient of its Legendre transform by @ �. Let � 2 Mac(
). Underthe push-forward r #�, the measure of a Borel set M � Rd is equal to�[@ �(M)].Proof: The r #�measure ofM is �[(r )�1M ]. But (r )�1M � @ �(M),and the di�erence is a set of zero measure for �. The containment is obvious:if r (x) = y 2 M then (x; y) 2 @ or x 2 @ �(y). On the other hand, onecan have x 2 @ �(y) without r being uniquely determined at x; however,this happens only for x in a set of Lebesgue (a fortiori �) measure zero. QED.Proposition 6.2 Let  be convex on Rd, 
 := intdom and � 2 Mac(
).Assume x is a Lebesgue point for � at which  is twice di�erentiable5 withinvertible Hessian � := r2 (x). At r (x), the symmetric derivative (31)of the measure r #� exists and equals �(x)=det �.Proof: The Inverse Function Theorem (Proposition A.1) yields  � twicedi�erentiable at y = r (x) with ��1 as its Hessian. Proposition A.2 then5In the sense of (120). 34



shows that @ �(Br(y)) shrinks nicely to x. Since x is a Lebesgue point of �,�[@ �(Br(y))]vol [@ �(Br(y))] �! �(x); (32)as r! 0. For the same limit, Proposition A.2 also showsvol [@ �(Br(y))]volBr �! det��1: (33)Taking the product of these two limits and observing Lemma 6.1 proves theresult. QED.Corollary 6.3 Let  be convex on Rd, 
 := intdom . Then the function6det [r2 (x)] � 0 is L1loc(
). Moreover, the push-forward of det [r2 ] throughr is Lebesgue measure restricted to @ (M), where M is the set of pointswhere r2 and its inverse exist which are also Lebesgue points for det [r2 ].Proof: Consider the convex Legendre transform  � and Lebesgue measureon intdom �. The �rst claim is that det [r2 ] 2 L1loc(
); in fact, it is theabsolutely continuous part of ! := r �#vol . Although the push-forward !may have in�nite mass near the boundary of 
, its restriction to 
 is a Radonmeasure: if K � 
 is compact, so is @ (K), whence ![K] = vol [@ (K)] <1. The result is proven if det [r2 ] agrees with the symmetric derivativeD! Lebesgue-a.e. on 
. Recall that r2 exists almost everywhere there.Where det [r2 (x)] > 0, Proposition 6.2 (applied to  � with � := vol ) andthe Inverse Function Theorem (Proposition A.1) yieldD!(x) = det [r2 (x)].On the other hand, D! must vanish almost everywhere on the set Z wheredet [r2 (x)] = 0: noting Lemma 6.1 and Proposition A.1, 0 < ![Z] =vol@ (Z) would be incompatible with the fact that r2 � does not exist on@ (Z). This establishes the �rst claim.6Here the Hessian r2 is de�ned in the sense of (120).35



A second application of Proposition 6.2, but to  and with � := det [r2 ],shows that the symmetric derivative of r #� equals 1 on @ (M). @ (M) isof full measure for r #�, since M is for �. Thus r #� can be nothing butLebesgue measure on @ (M). QED.Theorem 6.4 (Monotone Change of Variables Theorem)Let �; �0 2 Pac(Rd), and  be a convex function on Rd with r #� = �0. Withr2 de�ned as in (120), the set X := fx jr2 (x) exists and invertibleg hasfull measure for �. If A(%) is a measurable function on [0;1) with A(0) = 0then Z A(�0(y)) dy = ZX A �(x)det [r2 (x)]!det [r2 (x)] dx: (34)(If A(%) is not single signed, either both integrals are unde�ned or both takethe same value in R [ f�1g).Proof: Since r pushes � forward to �0,  must be �nite on a set of fullmeasure for �. Thus r2 (x) exists �-a.e., and by Proposition A.1 can onlyfail to be invertible on the set @ �(Z) where Z = fyjr2 �(y) does not existg.By absolute continuity of �0 and Lemma 6.1, �[@ �(Z)] = �0[Z] = 0. Thus Xis of full measure for �. Let M � X consist of Lebesgue points for det [r2 ],which is L1loc(
) by the preceding corollary. M di�ers from X by a set ofLebesgue (a fortiori �) measure zero. Thus @ (M) is of full measure for �0.Since r pushes forward det [r2 ] to Lebesgue on @ (M) by Corollary 6.3,the change of variables theorem (8) yieldsZ@ (M)A(�0(y)) dy = ZM A(�0(r (x))) det [r2 (x)] dx:Taking �0 to coincide with its symmetric derivative, Proposition 6.2 showsthat �0(r (x)) = �(x)=det [r2 (x)] at the Lebesgue points of � inM . NotingA(0) = 0, (34) follows immediately. QED.36



Remark 6.5 (The Monge-Amp�ere Equation)With restrictions on �0, it was argued formally in [7] that the convex function for which r #� = �0 represents a generalized solution to the Monge-Amp�ere equation �0�r (x)� det [r2 (x)] = �(x): (35)A regularity theory for these solutions has been developed by Ca�arelli in[20, 21, 22]. Without any assumptions, Proposition 6.2 and the �rst part ofTheorem 6.4 show (35) to be satis�ed almost everywhere on dom , providedthe Hessian r2 (x) is interpreted in the sense of (120).
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Part II2-d Equilibrium Crystals in anExternal FieldIn which the displacement interpolation is used to determine aspects of theshape of a crystal in a convex background potential.7 Plane Crystals in a Convex PotentialThe purpose of this section is to provide a characterization of the equilibriumshape of a crystal in an external �eld. When the �eld-strength is neglible, thecrystal will form a convex set given by Wul�'s construction [1] of 1901. Thee�ect of a uniform �eld has been investigated in [2], but regarding the shapeof formation in non-uniform �elds, little is known. Even when the �eld is the(negative) gradient of a convex potential, the equilibriumcrystal is not knownto be connected, much less convex or unique. This problem, formulated as avariational minimization in d dimensions, was proposed for investigation byAlmgren | whose interest may have been stimulated by its connection withcurvature-driven ow [23]. Here it is addressed in the plane d = 2, where anunpublished result of Okikiolu [3] shows that any energy minimizing solutionconsists of a countable disjoint union of closed convex sets. Our main result| also limited to the plane | states that each convex set in this union isthe unique energy minimizer among convex sets of its area. If the system isreection symmetric under x$ �x, it follows that the crystal formed mustbe unique, convex and connected. In the context of curvature-driven ow,the last result leads to a new proof that a non-equilibrium crystal C = �C,initially convex, will remain convex and balanced as it melts or relaxes.38



A crystal in equilibriumwith its vapor or meltmay be modeled as a subsetK � R2 having area determined by the ambient thermodynamic variables.In the absence of competing e�ects, the shape of the crystal will minimize itsinterfacial surface energy, which is typically non-isotropic: an initial quantityof the condensate breaks the symmetry of the underlying space, establish-ing certain preferred directions. This non-isotropy is modeled by a surfacetension F : S1 �! (0;1), which depends continuously on the exterior unitnormal to a boundary point x of K, or equivalently (in d = 2) on the orientedunit tangent �̂x at x. The measure theoretic boundary @�K of K is de�ned toconsist of precisely those points x at which K enjoys an exterior normal inthe measure theoretic sense [15, x4.5.5], while the surface energy �(@�K) tobe minimized is �(@�K) := Z@�K F (�̂x)dH1(x): (36)Here H1 denotes one-dimensional Hausdor� measure. The set K is assumedto be bounded and measurable, and to have �nite perimeter H1(@�K) <1so its surface energy is �nite; the collection of such sets is denoted by K.IfK is dilated by � � 0, its surface energy scales: ��@�(�K)� = ��(@�K).Among sets of a �xed area, � is uniquely minimized by the Wul� shapeW � R2 and its translates. W is conveniently constructed by Legendretransforming the surface tension F , after extending F from the unit circleS1 = fjxj = 1g � R2 to the entire plane by taking it to be positively homo-geneous: F (�x) = �F (x) whenever x 2 R2 and � � 0. Positive homogeneityimplies that the Legendre transformF �(y) := supx2R2h y; xi � F (x)takes only the values 0 and 1; W is the compact convex set on which F �vanishes. ThatW is the unique minimizer of �(@�K) among sets of its area isdemonstrated in [24]; a history of this fact is there given. When the surface39



tension F is convex on R2, the most economical interface connecting twopoints will be a straight line: [23, x3.1.9] or Lemma 9.5. From the dualitytheory of Legendre transformations it is clear that any surface tension F maybe replaced by a convex one F �� which shares the same Wul� shape.If the crystalline material interacts with an external potential Q on R2,then | in addition to its surface energy | K 2 K carries potential energy	(K) := ZK Q(x) dH2(x): (37)Here H2 denotes two-dimensional Lebesgue measure. At equilibrium, theshape of the crystal in the �eld �rQ should minimize the energy"(K) := �(@�K) + 	(K); (38)subject to the constraint of �xed area, normalized so that H2(K) = 1. Onetherefore wants to know that with this constraint, a minimum on K is at-tained by (38), and to deduce what properties one can of the minimizer. Forthe remainder of this paper, both energy integrands F and Q are assumedto be convex. These are the conditions under which Okikiolu's result isknown to hold: any minimizer coincides | up to sets of measure zero whichcontribute neither to 	(K) nor @�K | with a countable disjoint union ofclosed convex sets7. The potential Q : R2 �! R is also assumed to attain aminimum, and to do so only on a bounded set of measure zero in R2.Existence of a minimizer Kg 2 K follows from a continuity-compactnessargument as in [23, x3.1.5]. Here the salient features of that argument arerecounted without the machinery of integral currents: H2(K�L) is a metricon K, where K�L := (K � L) [ (L � K) is the symmetric di�erence ofK;L 2 K;K is not distinguished from L ifH2(K�L) = 0, soK really consistsof equivalence classes. For �;R < 1, the subset fK 2 KR j H1(@�K) � �g7Lemmas 9.5 and 9.6 provide essential elements of a proof.40



is compact in this metric, whereKR := fK 2 K j H2(K) = 1; supK jxj � Rg; (39)the potential energy 	(K) is continuous on KR while the surface energy�(@�K) is lower semi-continuous. Therefore, "(K) attains its minimum onKR at some KR: for any minimizing sequence, �(@�Kn) must be boundedabove; it controls H1(@�Kn) since F is bounded away from zero on S1. Itremains to show that for R su�ciently large, the in�mum of "(K) over KRis independent of R; the corresponding KR will be a global energy minimizerKg among sets with unit area. This last argument is provided by Proposi-tion 11.1. Regularity of @�Kg is addressed in [23].The main results of this paper apply to the equilibrium crystal Kg, nowknown to exist and to consist of countably many closed convex components.Stated precisely in the following chapter, they are proved by constructingan interpolation between pairs of convex sets which satis�es suitable energyestimates. This construction is described in Chapter 9; it is the displacementinterpolation of Part I, tailored to match the background potential Q(x).Chapter 10 sketches an application of the results to the dynamical problemof curvature-driven ow, while a �nal chapter contains estimates required forthe size and number of components of Kg.Since crystal formation and evolution are of the most physical interestin dimension d = 3, it is regretable that the key intermediate result |Theorem 9.7 | is restricted to the plane. In higher dimensions, the argumentbreaks down in two places. The estimate (49), which controls the surfaceenergy of the interpolant, is false in dimension d > 2. Lemma 9.6 due toOkikiolu, which indicates that the surface energy of a connected open setdominates that of its convex hull, also fails when d > 2. Counterexamples toboth are easily constructed in the isotropic case F (x) = jxj.41



8 Statement of ResultsThe results are most clearly formulated by �rst considering a simpler vari-ational problem: that of minimizing "(C) among convex sets of �xed area.Therefore, let C denote the collection of all closed convex sets of area one, acomplete metric space under the Hausdor� distanceHD(B;C) := supc2C infb2B jc� bj+ supb2B infc2C jb� cj (40)for B;C 2 C. The topologies induced on C by HD(B;C) and H2(B�C)coincide [25], thus C is a closed subset of K. Existence of a minimizer on Cthen follows from a compactness lower semi-continuity argument as above. Itsuniqueness will be proved up to translation. Whether or not there is freedomto translate depends on the background potential Q(x): strict convexity ofQ(x) forces the minimizer to be absolutely unique; other cases are easilyresolved on an individual basis. All results in this paper pertain to theenergy "(K) from (38), de�ned through energy integrands F;Q : R2 �! Rwhich satisfy(E1) F convex with F (�x) = �F (x) for � > 0; F > 0 unless x = 0;(E2) Q is convex, assuming its minimum on a bounded set of area zero.Theorem 8.1 (Uniqueness of Minimizer Among Convex Sets)Let m 2 (0;1) and assume (E1-E2). Among closed convex sets C � R2with area H2(C) = m, the energy "(C) is minimized by a set Cg(m) uniquelydetermined up to possible translations.Proof: It is enough to consider m = 1; the other cases are equivalent after anew choice of length scale and corresponding modi�cation of the integrands Fand Q. Let C 2 C be a convex set with "(C) � � <1. The convex potentialQ(x) assumes a minimum �0. Thus the surface energy �(@�C) � �� �0 and42



the diameter of C is bounded (55) in terms of �. C is contained in a ballBr(y) whose radius depends only on �; it cannot be centered too far fromthe origin since Q(x), being convex, grows linearly away from the boundedset fQ = �0g and infjx�yj�rQ(x) � 	(C) � �:The conclusion is that C 2 KR for some R which depends on � alone. Exis-tence of a minimizer on C follows from lower semi-continuity of "(K) on KRand the compactness result previously stated, equivalent here to the BlashkeSelection Theorem.To prove uniqueness, suppose there are two convex sets C and C 0 ofminimumenergy on C. Obviously "(C) = "(C 0). Unless C 0 is a translate of C,Theorem 9.7 provides a path C(t) 2 C joining C to C 0 along which inequality(42) is strict for t 2 (0; 1). "(C(t)) < "(C) contradicts the assumption thatC minimizes "(K) on C. QED.This result combines nicely with Okikiolu's to yield a description of theenergy minimizer Kg among all sets of �xed area.Theorem 8.2 (Classi�cation of Connected Crystal Components)Assume (E1-E2), and suppose Kg minimizes "(K) among K 2 K with unitarea. Then Kg is a �nite disjoint union of closed convex sets Cg(m), eachwith distinct area m and minimizing "(C) among convex sets C of its area.Proof: Kg is already known to consist of a countable disjoint union ofclosed convex components [3]; Proposition 11.2 bounds the number of suchcomponents. Let C be a convex component of Kg, and with m := H2(C)de�ne C 0 := Cg(m) from Theorem 8.1. Then "(C) � "(C 0) and equalityholds only when C = C 0 or possibly a translate. Otherwise, "(C) > "(C 0).Choose a length scale so that m = 1. By Theorem 9.7 it is possible to de�ne43



a continuous curve C(t) 2 C joining C to C 0 along which the energy satis�es(42) on [0; 1]. Thus "(C(t)) < "(C) for t > 0. Since C is one of �nitelymany compact convex components of Kg, it enjoys a neighbourhood whichis disjoint from Kg � C. Continuity of the curve C(t) in the Haudor� metricensures that for t0 > 0 small enough, C(t0) lies in this neighbourhood; itcan be substituted for C without interfering with the remainder of Kg. Theenergy of Kg would be lowered and its area unchanged, contradicting thefact that Kg is a minimizer and proving the main assertion.The proof is concluded by showing that even if translates of the minimizerCg(m) share its energy, no two such translates C and C 0 occur as componentsinKg. Otherwise, C may be translated toward C 0 using C(t) := (1�t)C+tC 0;for t 2 [0; 1] the energy "(C(t)) is convex and therefore constant. As long asC(t) remains disjoint from Kg � C, the setK := C(t) [ (Kg � C) (41)is a minimizer sharing the area and energy of Kg. As soon as C(t) touchesC 0 or some other component of Kg, a contradiction is reached: either C(t)and C 0 share an edge, in which case the surface energy has been reduced and"(K) < "(Kg), or else C(t) and C 0 meet at a point, in which case K has anon-convex component C(t) [ C 0 violating Okikiolu's theorem. QED.A corollary to the preceding theorems gives a su�cient condition for theequilibrium crystal to consist of a single convex component. This will bethe case if the energy integrands F (x) = F (�x) and Q(x) = Q(�x) areboth even. When the minimizers Cg(m) among convex sets with areas m aretruly unique, this result follows immediately from Theorem 8.2: each Cg(m)is convex and balanced, hence contains the origin; no two of these sets aredisjoint. 44



Corollary 8.3 (A Convex Equilibrium Crystal in the Even Case)Assume "(K) = "(�K) and (E1-E2). Then among K 2 K with unit area,the minimizer Kg of "(K) is convex: it is unique up to translation, and maybe taken to be balanced Kg = �Kg.Proof: IfKg is convex, the �rst part of the theorem is proved. If not, choosea convex component C of Kg not containing the origin; it is a minimizeramong convex sets of its area by Theorem 8.2. Since �C has the same energyand area, Theorem 8.1 forces �C to be a translate of C. Let �C = C � xand de�ne C(t) := C�t x for t 2 [0; 1]. The energy "(C(t)) is independent oft. As in the proof of the preceding theorem, a contradiction will be reachedif C(t) intersects Kg � C at any t. Thus C(t) and Kg � C are disjointfor all t, which could not happen if 0 2 Kg: being convex and balanced,C(1=2) contains the origin. In any case, the minimizer K de�ned by (41)with t = 1=2 contains the origin. Applying the preceding argument to Kinstead of Kg leads to a contradiction. Thus Kg must have consisted of asingle convex component C.Thus Kg = C coincides with the minimizer Cg(1) of Theorem 8.1, whichwas uniquely determined up to translation. The translate C(1=2) de�ned asabove also minimizes "(K) and is balanced. QED.
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9 Uniqueness of Convex CrystalsLet C denote the collection of compact convex sets in R2 which have unitarea, metrized by the Hausdor� distance (40). Choose two sets C and C 0from C. In the current section, the displacement interpolation is used toconstruct a continuous curve C(t) 2 C joining C(0) = C to C(1) = C 0, alongwhich the energy satis�es the convexity estimate"�C(t)� � (1 � t) "(C) + t "(C 0): (42)The inequality is strict for t 2 (0; 1) unless C 0 and C are translates. Theexistence of such a path forces C and C 0 to be translates if both minimize"(K) on C. Theorem 8.2 exploits the continuity of C(t) as well.A result of Brenier [7] guarantees the existence of a unique8 convex func-tion  : C �! R whose gradient r is (an H2) measure-preserving mapbetween C and C 0. Because the sets are convex, r is a homeomorphismfrom C to C 0: it is H�older continuously di�erentiable (C1;�) on the interior ofC and H�older continuous (C�) up to the boundary [20, 21]. The idea devel-oped in Part I was to use the mappingr to de�ne an interpolant between Cand C 0, viewed not as sets but as measures. That is, the characteristic func-tions � := �C and �0 := �C0 lie in the space Pac(R2) of non-negative functionswith integral one, and may therefore be regarded as probability measures.Being measure-preserving, r may be said to push-forward � to �0:Z f�r (x)��(x) dH2(x) = Z f(y) �0(y) dH2(y) (43)for measurable f on R2. The measure of a set M under �0 may be recoveredfrom � and r by taking f = �M in (43). For t 2 [0; 1], the displacementinterpolant �t 2 Pac(R2) is de�ned to be the push-forward of � through8Up to an additive constant. 46



(1 � t)id + tr ; here id is the identity map on R2. �t is again a non-negative function with integral one; for x in the interior of C its value at(1� t)x+ tr (x) is given by�t�(1 � t)x+ tr (x)� = det [(1� t)I + tr2 (x)]�1; (44)here I is the identity matrix while r2 (x) is the derivative of r at x |matrix positive by convexity of  . Unlike � and �0, �t will not generally bethe characteristic function of any set; however by Proposition 9.4 it is trueis that �t(x) � 1. The notation � t!�0 may replace �t in order to emphasizeexplicitly the dependence on endpoints � and �0.Although the surface and potential energies � and 	 have been de�nedfor sets rather than measures, the next two results show why one one canhope to use �t to construct a set C(t) whose energy satis�es the convexityestimate (42). To state these results, it is convenient to extend the de�nitionof � to recti�able curves, and of 	 to measures � 2 Pac(R2) by	(�) := Z Q(x) �(x) dH2(x): (45)A continuous curve � : [a; b] �! R2 is said to be recti�able if has �nitearc length L(�). The latter is de�ned as a supremum over �nite partitions� = fs0 < s1 < � � � < sng � [a; b]:L(�) := sup��[a;b] nXi=1 j�(si)� �(si�1)j: (46)In its arc length reparameterization � : [0;L(�)] �! R2, the recti�able curve� is seen to be Lipschitz. As a consequence, the tangent � 0(s) exists foralmost all s, and it is natural to de�ne the surface energy �(�) by�(�) := Z L(�)0 F (� 0(s))ds: (47)47



If the measure theoretic boundary @�K of a set K 2 K coincides (up tosets of H1 measure zero) with a positively oriented, recti�able simple closedcurve �, then the de�nitions (36) and (47) coincide; this is certainly the casewhen K is convex. �(�) may also be computed directly from � in a manneranalogous to the arc length (46):�(�) := sup��[a;b] nXi=1 F��(si)� �(si�1)�: (48)(48) is manifestly invariant under reparameterization; in the arc length pa-rameterization it can be seen to coincide with (47) by the dominated conver-gence theorem. Note that �niteness of (48) is equivalent to the recti�abilityof �: the surface tension F (x) is positively homogeneous, bounded away fromzero and in�nity on the unit circle.Lemma 9.1 (Displacement Convexity of Potential Energy 	(�t))Let C;C 0 2 C be convex sets, and de�ne the measure �t := �C t!�C0 to bethe displacement interpolant between them. Then the potential energy 	(�t)is convex as a function of t on [0; 1]. Strict convexity of 	(�t) follows fromstrict convexity in (E2) unless C = C 0.Proof: Let  be the convex function whose gradient is a measure preservingmap from C to C 0. The change of variables formula (43) is used to de�ne �t.Taking f(y) = Q(y), the potential energy (45) is given by	(�t) = Z Q�(1� t)x+ tr (x)��C(x) dH2(x):The integrand is manifestly convex as a function of t, therefore the integralmust be as well. If the convexity of Q(x) is strict, then the integral will bestrictly convex unless r (x) = x almost everywhere on C. In the latter case,C and C 0 di�er only by a set of measure zero; C = C 0 since both are compactand convex. QED.48



Remark 9.2 The fact that the endpoints �0 and �1 were characteristic func-tions of convex sets played no role in Lemma 9.1. The displacement inter-polant �t may in fact be de�ned between any pair of probability measures�0; �1 2 Pac(Rd) and in any dimension. Displacement convexity of 	 |convexity of 	(�t) as a function of t| holds true in this general framework.Proposition 9.3 (Displacement Convexity of the Surface Energy)Let C;C 0 2 C be convex sets, t 2 [0; 1], and the measure �t := �C t! �C0be the displacement interpolant between C and C 0. The set f�t > 0g hasa (positively oriented) recti�able simple closed curve �t : S1 �! R2 as itsboundary, and the surface energy �(�t) satis�es�(�t) � (1� t) �(@�C) + t �(@�C 0): (49)Proof: Let  be the convex function whose gradient is a measure-preservinghomeomorphism from C to C 0; by the invariance of domain, r is a homeo-morphism of their boundaries as well. Therefore, choose a positively orientedsimple closed curve � : S1 �! R2 parameterizing the boundary of C. Fors 2 S1, de�ne �t(s) := Tt(�(s)) where Tt := (1� t) id+ tr . The boundaryof C 0 is parameterized by �1, and �t(s) is a homotopy between �0 and �1.For t < 1, the continuous map Tt : C �! R2 is the gradient of a strictlyconvex function, hence one-to-one; �t must be a simple closed curve with thesame orientation for all t 2 [0; 1]. The image of C under the map Tt must besimply connected; it therefore covers the region enclosed by �t. From (44) itis clear that �t > 0 in the interior of this region.To prove that �t vanishes outside of �t, it is enough to show that forx from the interior of C, the point Tt(x) is enclosed by �t; the support of�t will then be encircled. This is obviously true at t = 0 and t = 1. Thehomeomorphic image of S1 � [0; 1] in R3 under the map (s; t) �! (�t(s); t)forms a \tube" having C � f0g and C 0 � f1g as its ends. Both ends of49



the line segment (Tt(x); t) lie in this tube; the entire segment must also liewithin unless it crosses through the tube at some t 2 (0; 1). In the event ofa crossing, Tt(x) = Tt(�(s)) with s 2 S1. Since x lies in the interior of C,�(s) 6= x and a contradiction is reached since Tt is one-to-one.It remains to show (49); recti�ability of �t is a consequence. From (48),�(�t) = sup��S1Xi F��t(si)� �t(si�1)�= sup��S1Xi F�(1� t) ��0(si)� �0(si�1)�+ t ��1(si)� �1(si�1)��� (1� t)�(�0) + t�(�1):The �nal inequality was obtained using the convexity of the surface tensionF . The proof is completed by the observation that �(�0) = �(@�C) and�(�1) = �(@�C 0) by construction. QED.It remains to construct a convex set C(t) 2 C to replace the measure�t in the preceding estimates. The construction, given in Theorem 9.7, isfacilitated by three preliminary results. The �rst of these is a re�nement ofTheorem 4.2, easily proved directly in this context. It shows that �t will notbe the characteristic function of any set unless C and C 0 are translates.Proposition 9.4 Let C;C 0 2 C be convex, and the measure �t := �C t!�C0be the displacement interpolant between them. Then �t(x) � 1 on R2. UnlessC and C 0 are translates, �t(x) 2 (0; 1) holds on a set of positive measure.Proof: As in Theorem 4.2, the fundamental observation is that for a positived � d matrix � > 0, det [(1 � t)I + t�]1=d is a concave function of t, strictlyconcave unless � is a multiple of the identity I. In the basis diagonalizing �this is seen to result from the domination of the geometric by the arithmeticmean. Observing (44) and taking � := r2 (x), from t = 1 it is clear thatdet [�] = 1. Therefore, �t � 1 for t 2 (0; 1) with equality only if � = I.50



Either �t takes values in (0; 1) on a set of positive measure, or r2 (x) = Ialmost everwhere in the interior of C.  is continuously twice di�erentiablethere, so the latter implies r (x) = x + y for some y 2 R2 and C 0 = C + ya translate of C. QED.The following lemmas show that the surface energy �(@�C(t)) is decreasedby convex intersections or by taking convex hulls. The second lemma isbased on an idea from Okikiolu's proof that the connected components of anequilibrium crystal are convex.Lemma 9.5 (Convex Set Comparisons) Suppose K 2 K and let C � R2be convex. Then the surface energy ��@�(K \ C)� � �(@�K).Proof: C is assumed to be closed, since the di�erence is a set of measurezero and therefore irrelevant. If C is a half-plane H = fx j hx; yi � �gwith y 2 R2 and � 2 R, the desired inequality was noted in [23, x3.1.9].The observation underlying it is that the surface energy of a piecewise linearcurve with vertices at x0; x1; : : : ; xn 2 R2 dominates the energy of the segmentjoining x0 to xn: F (xn � x0) � nXi=1 F (xi � xi�1) (50)by convexity and positive homogeneity of the surface tension F . This gener-alizes through (48) to recti�able curves, and thence to @�K.If C is an arbitrary closed convex set, choose a countable dense set ofpoints from its boundary. C is the intersection of its supporting half-planesHn � C at these points. De�ne Kn := Hn \ Kn�1 inductively from K0 :=K. �(Kn) will be non-increasing. Moreover, H2(Kn�(C \ K)) ! 0 withn since H2(K) < 1. By the lower semi-continuity of � in this metric,�(@�(K \ C)) � limn �(@�Kn) � �(@�K). QED.51



Lemma 9.6 (Okikiolu [3]) Let � : S1 �! R2 be a simple closed curve and
 := conv� the convex hull of the domain it encloses. Then �(@�
) � �(�).Proof: Let K denote the domain enclosed by the curve �. By the precedinglemma or inequality (50), �(�) is decreased whenever any portion of thecurve is replaced by a straight line. If P is a convex polygon having verticesinK, then �(@�P ) � ��@�(K[P )� � �(@�K). 
 is approximated up to a setof area 1=n by a convex polygon Pn � 
. Exploiting lower semi-continuityof � as before, �(@�
) � limn�(@�Pn) � �(@�K) = �(�). QED.Theorem 9.7 (Interpolation Between Convex Crystals)Let C; C 0 2 C be convex. Then there is a continuous curve C(t) 2 C joiningC(0) = C to C(1) = C 0 along which the energy "(C(t)) satis�es (42) on[0; 1], with strict inequality when t 2 (0; 1) unless C 0 is a translate of C.Proof: If C 0 = C + x is a translate of C, then C(t) := C + t x satis�es thetheorem. Otherwise, de�ne the displacement interpolant �t := �C t! �C0between C and C 0, and let 
(t) := conv f�t > 0g. By Proposition 9.3 andLemma 9.6 the surface energy��@�
(t)� � (1� t)�(@�C) + t�(@�C 0):Proposition 9.4 shows �t � 1 on 
(t), with strict inequality on a set of positivemeasure. H2(
(t)) > 1 since R �t = 1. To replace 
(t) by a set of unitarea, consider its intersection with the nested convex sets Q� = fQ(x) � �gindexed by � 2 R. Since Q(x) is convex and attains its minimum �0 ona set of measure zero, the area of fQ = �g vanishes for all �. H2(Q�) iscontinuously increasing on [�0;1) as a result, having [0;1) as its image.For each t 2 (0; 1), choose � depending on t so that H2(
(t) \Q�) = 1, and52



set C(t) := 
(t)\Q�. Then C(t) 2 C, and by Lemma 9.5 the surface energyhas not been increased: ��@�C(t)� � ��@�
(t)�:The potential energies are compared by observing that 0 � (�t��C(t))(Q��),with strict inequality on a set of positive measure. Integrating yields	�C(t)� < 	(�t):These estimates, together with Lemma 9.1, imply strict inequality in (42).It remains to show that C(t) is a continuous function of t in the Hausdor�metric. This metric (40) applies equally well to compact sets which neednot be convex. Since the homeomorphism (1 � t)id + tr of C onto theclosure of f�t > 0g varies continuously with t in the sup norm, its imagevaries continuously in the Hausdor� metric. Taking convex hulls of compactsets is a continuous operation, thus 
(t) is a continuous function of t 2 [0; 1].At the same timeH2(Q��Q�0) = H2(Q�)�H2(Q�0) for � > �0, so the nestedsets Q� depend continuously on � in the area metric, or equivalently in theHausdor� distance. 
(t) \ Q� is jointly continuous as a function of (t; �)since �
(t) \Q��� �
(t0) \Q�0� � �
(t)�
(t0)� [ �Q��Q�0�:The proof will be completed by showing that in order to de�ne C(t), �(t) :=supfQ(x) j x 2 C(t)g was chosen continuously as a function of t.The function h(t; �) := H2(
(t)\Q�) is continuous on [0; 1]�(�0;1) andh(t; �(t)) = 1. For t �xed, h(t; �) is a monotone non-decreasing function of �,strictly monotone for � near �(t) when t 2 (0; 1) since the convex set 
(t) hasarea larger than one. At the endpoints t = 0 and t = 1, strict monotonicityholds only in the one-sided neighbourhood � < �(t). For all t and � > 0,53



h(t; �(t) � �) < 1. For t0 near t, it will still be true that h(t0; �(t) � �) < 1;thus �(t0) > �(t) � �. For t 2 (0; 1) the reverse inequalities hold with � < 0.As a result, �(t) is continuous on (0; 1) and lower semi-continuous at theendpoints. Finally, choose � > �(0). Q� contains a neighbourhood of thecompact set C; by continuity in the Hausdor� metric 
(t) � Q� for smallenough t, hence �(t) � �. The same argument applies at t = 1 and shows�(t) to be continuous on the interval [0; 1]. Thus C(t) := 
(t) \ Q�(t) is acontinuous curve in the Hausdor� metric on C. QED.
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10 Curvature-Driven FlowCurvature-driven ow, or motion by weighted mean curvature, is a dynamicalmodel for the time evolution of a non-equilibrium crystal under the inuenceof its surface tension. In this model, the normal velocity of each point on thecrystalline interface is presumed proportional to the local change of surfaceenergy with volume (area in R2) [23, x2.2]. If the interface and its evolutionare both smooth, the ow may be referred to as classical. For curves inthe plane, the resulting motion has been studied by Angenent and Gurtin[26]. Here a connection will be established between curvature-driven owand the statical problem we have considered. Corollary 8.3 will be usedto provide an alternative proof of a result announced in [26, x7.3]: that aconvex crystal K0 2 K away from equilibrium, remains convex for all timeunder curvature-driven ow. This result was known earlier in the isotropiccase F (x) = jxj both for curves in the plane [27] and surfaces in higherdimensions [28], but [26] is more general, addressing a wide class of surfaceenergies as well as non-convex crystals. Our approach | currently limitedto the case K0 = �K0 | is of interest because it reduces the non-isotropicquestion in higher dimensions to the study of a statical problem.The connection is established through results of Almgren, Taylor andWang [23]. There it was shown that the curvarture-driven ow starting fromK0 2 K was approximated by a discrete time ow, in which the evolvedcrystal K after time �t is the minimizer on K of a functional (38). Thepotential Q(x), which need not be convex, represents the tendency of theow to remain near its initial condition K0 for short times: it is proportionalto the signed distance to the boundary @�K0 and decays with elapsed time�t: Q(x)�t := dist�(x;K0) := ( dist(x; @�K0) if x 62 K0�dist(x; @�K0) if x 2 K0: (51)55



A discrete evolution is generated by repeated minimization, replacing K0 byK at each step. A continuous time ow, called a at � curvature ow, maybe extracted in the limit �t! 0. Under additional restrictions this at owcoincides with classical curvature ow when the latter exists.If the initial con�guration K0 is a convex set, Lemma 10.2 shows that thecorresponding potential (51) is convex. If K0 is balanced and F (x) = F (�x)is even, an application of Corollary 8.3 then shows that the crystal remainsbalanced and convex at all subsequent times. It is of interest to note thatthe distance function appearing in (51) need not be Euclidean distance: it issu�cient that dist(x; @�K) := infk2@�KM(x� k) (52)for any norm M(x) on R2. A non-Euclidean norm corresponds to a non-isotropic mobility: a direction dependent response of the crystalline interfaceto applied force.Theorem 10.1 (Curvature Flow Preserves Balanced Convex Sets)Let K(t) 2 K be a at � curvature ow [23] on some interval t 2 [0; T ].If the initial condition K(0) = �K(0) is convex and the surface tensionF (x) = F (�x) satisfying (E1) is even, then the crystal K(t) will be convexat each subsequent time. K(t) will also have reection symmetry throughsome point xt 2 R2: K(t)� xt = xt �K(t).Proof: Since K0 = K(0) is convex and balanced, Lemma 10.2 shows thepotential Q(x) from (51) to be convex and balanced, and to assume its min-imum on a bounded set of measure zero. Let K minimize "(K) over K, i.e.among sets of all areas. K exists, though it may be the null set; it is a for-tiori an energy minimizer among sets of its area. Corollary 8.3 shows K to beconvex, and if not balanced, then reection symmetric through some other56



x 2 R2. K is an approximant to K(�t). The approximant to K(2�t) is ob-tained by repeating the procedure, starting from K instead of K0. Since theproblem is translation invariant, and a translate of K satis�es the hypotheseson K0, the approximants to K(n�t) must all be convex and symmetric forn > 1. The at � curvature ow K(t) at time t is obtained [23, 2.6] as a limitof such approximants in the metric H2( �� � ). K(t) is convex since convexsets form a closed subset of K in this metric; it has a balanced translate fora similar reason. QED.Lemma 10.2 (Convexity of the Signed Distance to a Convex Set)Let C � Rd be a convex set, and M(x) a norm on Rd. The signed distancedist�(x;C) from (51) and (52) is a convex function of x on Rd. If C isbounded, dist�(x;C) assumes its minimum on a bounded set of measure zeroin Rd; if C = �C is balanced, dist�(x;C) = dist�(�x;C).Proof: Choose any supporting hyperplane to C, and let H � C be thecorresponding half-space. The �rst observationdist�(x;C) � dist�(x;H) (53)is seen from three cases: if x 62 H, the boundary of H lies M-closer to x thanthe boundary of C; if x 2 C the situation is reversed, and (53) holds sinceboth distances are negated; if x 2 H � C, (53) holds on the basis of sign.Now �x x 2 Rd. There is some c in the boundary of C such thatdist(x; @�C) = M(x � c). A supporting half-space H � C exists withc 2 @�H and with dist(x;H) = M(x � c): if x 2 C this is obvious, while ifx 62 C the hyperplane @�H must be slipped between the convex sets C andfy jM(x� y) < dist(x;C)g. Thus (53) will be saturated for this H, anddist�(x;C) = supH�C dist�(x;H);57



where the supremum is over half-spaces H � C. Convexity of dist�(x;C) ismanifest since dist�(x;H) is linear (or at least a�ne).The signed distance is positive for x 62 C, thus attains its minimum ona compact convex set K � C when C is bounded. Any interior point ofK would be M-farther from @�C than some point on the boundary of K is,contradicting the fact that dist�(x;C) is constant on K. Thus K is measurezero. dist�(x;C) is obviously even if C = �C. QED.
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11 Support and Number of ComponentsIn this section, two a priori estimates are proved regarding energy minimizingcrystals Kg of "(K) with constrained area; the �rst localizes the supportof Kg, while the second provides a lower bound for the area of its convexcomponents, implying an upper bound on their number.The next proposition implies that the minimizers of "(K) among crystalswith unit area must all lie in a single large ball. To prove this, it is useful tohave scaled copies of the Wul� shape W available for comparison; for m > 0,Wm is de�ned as the dilate of W having H2(Wm) = m. If K 2 K,�(@�K) � qH2(K) �(@�W1): (54)In two dimensions, a trivial estimate shows that the diameter of a connectedopen set U 2 K is controlled by its surface energy:diamU := supx;y2U jx� yj � (2F0)�1�(@�U); (55)here F0 > 0 is the minimum of the surface tension F (x) on jxj = 1.Proposition 11.1 (Bound on the Radius of a Minimizing Crystal)Let K 0 be a minimizer of "(K) on KR for R < 1. There is some radiusR0 | given by (56) | depending only on the integrands F and Q such thatK 0 2 KR0 whenever R � R0.Proof: The proof uses the fact that K 0 is expressible as a disjoint unionof connected open sets Un with �(@�K 0) = Pn �(@�Un). In fact, the Unare convex by Okikiolu's argument, which applies even though K 0 may onlyminimize "(K) on KR.Assume the Wul� shape W1 is translated so that 	(W1) � 	(W1+x) forall x 2 R2, and de�ne � := supfQ(x) j x 2 W1g and Q� := fQ(x) � �g. This59



set is bounded since the convex potential Q(x) attains its minimum �0 on abounded set. Since R0 will be taken from (56), "(K 0) � "(W1) when R � R0.Thus the surface energy �(K 0) is controlled, leading through (55) to a boundr := (2F0)�1("(W1)� �0) on the diameter of each connected component Un.Enlarging Q� by radius r, the result will be proved by showing that unlessK 0 � Q�+Br(0), some L 2 KR has lower energy. It will therefore be su�cientto take R0 := r + supx2Q� jxj: (56)Suppose that a connected component U of K 0 intersects the complementof Q�+Br(0); it must be disjoint from Q� by construction. This observation,together with (54), shows that the energy gained by removing U from K 0 toleave K := K 0 � U , is at least"(K 0)� "(K) > qH2(U) �(@�W1) + � H2(U): (57)K will not satisfy the area constraint, but there is room inside W1 � K torestore the excess mass H2(U) sinceH2(K)+H2(U) = 1 = H2(W1). BecauseW1 � Q�, the potential energy cost for introducing this mass will be	(L)�	(K) � �H2(U);if L can be formed without paying too great a price in surface energy, the gain(57) will dominate. Choose a scaled copy of the Wul� shape Wm � W1 forwhich H2(Wm � K) = H2(U), and de�ne L := Wm [K. Certainly L 2 KRif R � R0. The surface energy of L is controlled by an inclusion-exclusionestimate [23, x3.1.4], (54) and m � H2(U):�(@�L) ��(@�K) � �(@�Wm)� ��@�(Wm \K)�� �(@�Wm)�1�q1 �H2(U)=m�� �(@�Wm)qH2(U)=m:60



The three preceding inequalities yield "(L) < "(K 0), contradicting the factthat K 0 is an energy minimizer. QED.Proposition 11.2 (Lower Bound on Area of Convex Components)Let Kg minimize "(K) among K 2 K with unit area. If C is one of the dis-joint convex components of Kg, then H2(C) � m0 > 0; the area bound m0depends only on the integrands F and Q.Proof: Choose the origin of R2 to lie somewhere in C. Since C is convex, itmay be contracted by a factor 0 < � < 1 without intersecting K := Kg � Cor indeed any dilation of K by factor � > 1. Moreover, � and � may bechosen to depend on each other in such a way that �C [ �K has unit area.Then the energy of this con�guration is bounded below by "(Kg), which willlead to a lower bound on H2(C).Before the origin was shifted, K was contained in the ball BR0(0) byProposition 11.1; R0 depended only on F and Q. It will still be true that Kis contained in a ball of radius 2R0 about the new origin. The in�nitesmalincrease in "(�K) = ��(@�K) + �2 ZK Q(�x) dH2(x) with � is given bydd� ������=1"(�K) = �(@�K) + ZK(2Q+ hx; rQi) dH2(x); (58)being convex, Q(x) is Lipschitz on jxj < 2R0 and the dominated conver-gence theorem has been applied. The cost (58) of dilating K is controlledby a constant depending only on F and Q. On the other hand, both thesurface and potential energy of C will decrease as it is contracted : : : thelatter because �C � C. The proposition is proved by the next estimate,which shows that unless H2(C) is bounded below, the gain in �(�C) with asmall change in � outweighs the cost (58); this would be inconsistent with"(Kg) a global minimum. The estimate relies on (54) and the area constraint61



�2H2(C) + �2(1 � H2(C)) = 1; when H2(C) is small, a slight change in �results in a huge change in �. Thus� dd� ������=1�(@�(�C)) = ��(@�C)d�d� ������=�=1 (59)� H2(C)�1=2 (1 �H2(C)) �(W1) (60)diverges with H2(C) ! 0. The proposition is concluded by choosing m0small enough so H2(C) < m0 implies the gain (60) in surface energy aloneoutweighs the Kg independent bound on the cost (58). QED.
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Part IIIRotating Stars12 The Stability of Rotating StarsIn a simple class of astrophysical models, a star is represented as a �xedmass of gravitating uid, obeying an equation of state in which the pressureP (%) depends on the density only; with an appropriate equation of state thisis a reasonable model for a cold white dwarf star [13]. The investigationof rotating equilibria for such a uid has been of great mathematical andphysical interest since the time of Newton: the homogeneous incompressiblecase alone has a venerable history chronicled elsewhere [29]. More recently,compressible uid models have enjoyed a revival of interest [30, 31, 32, 33,34, 35, 5, 36] since Auchmuty and Beals [4, 37] demonstrated the existenceof axisymmetric equilibria in which in�nitesmal concentric cylinders of uidrotate di�erentially. Either the angular velocity or angular momentumpro�leof di�erential rotation was speci�ed a priori, and satis�ed decay conditionsprecluding the possibility of uniform rotation [5]. Thus the equilibria ofAuchmuty and Beals, though they solve the inviscid Euler equations, do notrepresent ground states of the physical system: di�erential rotation impliesthat there is excess energy waiting to be dissipated through viscous friction.A more fundamental problem is to determine the stable equilibrium statesof the system, subject only to the physical constraints of speci�ed uid mass,linear momentumand angular momentumJ about the center of mass. This isthe problem addressed here. It is formulated as a variational minimization ofthe energy E(�;v), which depends on the uid density �(x) � 0 and velocity�eld v(x) on R3. The problem is peculiar in that the energy | althoughbounded below | does not attain its constrained minimum except in the63



non-rotating case J = 0. As a result, one is forced to settle for local energyminimizers, where local must be suitably de�ned. Such minimizers prove tobe stable, uniformly rotating solutions of the Euler or Navier-Stokes-Poissonsystem: rP (�) = � nr(V�) + !2r(x) r̂o ; (61)��V� = 4��: (62)Here cylindrical co-ordinates have been chosen for the center of mass frame;the angular momentumJ = J ẑ selects the z-axis. This axis will be a principalaxis of inertia for �, and the corresponding moment of inertia I(�) determinesthe angular velocity ! := J=I(�). The gravitational potential V� is given by(68). Regarding the astrophysical relevance of this formulation, we concedethat for many applications relaxation to uniform rotation takes place onunreasonably long time scales. Nevertheless, there are contexts in whichit may be a dominant e�ect. For example, observational evidence indicatesthat in ancient close binary systems, the rotational periods of the componentstars coincide with the system's orbital period; the two stars rotate as a solidbody [38].On physical grounds, it is evident that the system (61-62) should havesolutions for any prescribed uid mass M and angular momentum J . How-ever, solutions have been proven to exist only for J small [5]; the analysisthere is formulated in terms of angular velocity ! and assumes axisymmetry.In the following pages, the existence of solutions is demonstrated in the op-posite regime: for large angular momentum J . These solutions take the formof binary stars, in which the uid mass is divided into two disjoint regionswidely separated relative to their size. The ratio of masses between the tworegions may be speci�ed a priori. It is clear that these solutions will not beaxisymmetric, but they do have z = 0 as a symmetry plane.64



Since they are constructed as local energy minimizers, these binary starswill be stable. However, the stationarity condition they satisfy (75) di�ersslightly from the Euler-Lagrange equation for a global energy minimizer, inthat the chemical potential | usually thought of as a Lagrange multiplierconjugate to the constraint of �xed mass | need not be constant throughoutthe set f� > 0g; instead, each connected component of f� > 0g has itsown chemical potential. This possibility is of particular relevance if one isinterested in counting connected components of a solution as in [32, 36]. Italso makes perfect sense physically: one would not expect mass at the earth'ssurface to be as tightly bound as at the surface of the sun, even if the systemwere in equilibrium.Unfortunately, intermediate values of the angular momentum J remaininaccessible to us. However, some global features of the problem may bedemonstrated in the context of a one-dimensional toy model proposed inChapter 15. This model represents an interacting compressible uid, con-strained to live in a long light tube, and rotating end-over-end about its cen-ter of mass. It has the virtue of being exactly solvable: for a given mass, thesolutions come in an uncountable number of disjoint families, each parame-terized continuously by the angular velocity !. The solutions with connectedsupport | single stars | form a family which persists as long as J is nottoo large. The remaining families persist for J not too small, and repre-sent binary stars or stellar systems in the astrophysical analogy. All familiesterminate with equatorial break-up of the lightest star in the system.In the following chapter, the three-dimensional problem and results areformulated precisely. Chapter 14 collects results which, although not original,are required for the analysis; the reduction to uniform rotation is due toElliott Lieb [39]. In Chapter 15 the one-dimensional model is introducedand analyzed, while the stationarity and regularity properties of local energy65



minimizers for the real problem are discussed in Chapter 16. The last chaptercontains the proof that for large angular momentum, local minimizers existin the form of binary stars.
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13 Formulation of the ProblemThe state of a uid may be represented by its mass density �(x) � 0 andvelocity vector �eld v(x) on R3. If the uid interacts with itself throughNewtonian gravity and satis�es an equation of state in which the pressureP (%) is an increasing function of the density only, then its energy E(�;v)is given as the sum of three terms: the internal energy U(�), gravitationalinteraction energy G(�; �), and kinetic energy T (�;v). Each is expressed asan integral over x 2 R3:E(�;v) := U(�) �G(�; �)=2 + T (�;v); (63)U(�) := Z A(�) d3x; (64)G(�; �) := Z V� d�(x); (65)T (�;v) := 12 Z jvj2d�(x): (66)Here A(%) is a convex function obtained from the equation of state by inte-grating dU = �Pdv from in�nite to unit volume,A(%) := Z 11 P (%=v) dv; (67)while V� represents the gravitational potential of the mass density �(x):V�(x) := Z d�(y)jx� yj: (68)Units are chosen so that the total mass of uid M = 1 and the gravitationalconstant G = 1, and a frame of reference is chosen in which the center ofmass x(�) := �Z d���1 Z x d�(x) (69)is at rest. One is then interested in �nding minimum energy con�gurationssubject to constraints of �xed mass and angular momentum J about the67



center of mass x(�). The uid angular momentum is given by J(�;v):J(�;v) := Z �x� x(�)�� v d�(x): (70)Before addressing the rotating problem J 6= 0, further assumptions andresults will be required of the non-rotating energy E0(�) := U(�)�G(�; �)=2.The pressure P (%) may take a quite general form, including the polytropicequations of state P (%) = %q with q > 4=3 and the Chandrasekhar equationof state [13]. Following Auchmuty and Beals [4], the tacit assumptions onP (%) will be:(F1) P : [0;1) �! [0;1) continuous and strictly increasing;(F2) lim%!0P (%)%�4=3 = 0;(F3) lim inf%!1 P (%)%�4=3 > K(M).In (F3), the constant K(M) > 0 must be su�ciently large to prevent grav-itational collapse: U(�) must control G(�; �) at large energies so that theChandrasekhar mass for the model is greater than M = 1. (F1-F2) ensurethat A(%) is C1 and strictly convex with A0(%)% � A(%) = P (%) on [0;1).(F2) also ensures that a di�use gas does not disperse to 1. Under theseassumptions, E0(�) will be bounded below onR(R3) = f� 2 L4=3(R3) j � � 0 Z � = 1g; (71)assuming its minimum there [4]. The problem is formulated in L4=3(R3) be-cause E0(�) � C and (F3) imply a bound on k�k4=3. Results are also requiredregarding the non-rotating minimizer �m of E0(�) among con�gurations ofmass m < 1, and the corresponding minimum energye0(m) := inf�2R(R3)E0(m�) = E0(�m): (72)Drawn from [4, 13], these are summarized in Theorem 14.5 below.68



In the presence of rotation, it is convenient to formulate the variationalproblem on a subset R0(R3) of R(R3):R0(R3) := f� 2 R(R3) j x(�) = 0 spt � is boundedg: (73)Here spt � denotes the support of �, the smallest closed set carrying the fullmass of �. Bounded support ensures that � has a center of mass and �nite mo-ments of inertia. It is not implausible that solutions to (61) will have boundedsupport, since that equation is trivially satis�ed where � vanishes. The ve-locity �elds v will be taken to lie in V(R3) := fv : R3 �! R3 measurableg.For prescribed angular momentum J 6= 0, the energy E(�;v) is boundedbelow by the non-rotating energy e0(1). However, Example 14.6 demon-strates that this bound | although approached | will not be attained. Thusthe search for a global energy minimizer will be futile, and one is forced tosettle for local minimizers of E(�;v) in an appropriate topology. However,the choice of topology on R(R3) is quite delicate: Remark 14.7 shows thatlocal energy minimizers will not exist if this topology is inherited from atopological vector space. Instead, R(R3) is topologized via the WassersteinL1 metric of the probability literature. This metric is de�ned in Chapter 16and denoted by W1. The velocity �elds v may be topologized in any waywhich makes V(R3) a topological vector space. Local and continuous refer tothese topologies hereafter.With these de�nitions, Theorem 13.1 may be stated; it collects the resultsof Chapter 14 and 16. Its conclusions apply to energy minimizers subjectonly to a constraint on the z-component Jz(�;v) := ẑ �J(�;v) of the angularmomentum, but are extended to the case of physical interest by the corollaryand remark following. That local minimizers exist in the form of binary starsfor large J is the content of Theorem 17.1 and its corollary. Both theoremsare proved by adapting the approach of [4] to the context ofW1-local energyminimizers. 69



Two �nal de�nitions are required: let [�]+ := maxf�; 0g; and for � > 0de�ne the �-neighbourhood of 
 � R3 to be the set
 +B�(0) := [y2
fx 2 R3 j jx� yj < �g: (74)Theorem 13.1 (Properties of W1-Local Energy Minimizers)Let J > 0. If (�;v) minimizes E(�;v) locally on R0(R3) � V(R3) subject tothe constraint Jz(�;v) = J then:(i) the z-axis is a principal axis of inertia for �, with a moment of inertiaI(�) which is maximal and non-degenerate;(ii) the rotation is uniform: v(x) := (J ẑ� x)=I(�);(iii) � is continuous on R3;(iv) on each connected component 
i of f� > 0g, � satis�esA0��(x)� = " J22I2(�)r2(x) + V�(x) + �i #+ (75)for some chemical potential �i < 0 depending on the component;(v) the equations (75) continue to hold on a �-neighbourhood of the 
i;(vi) where � is positive, it has as many derivatives as the inverse of A0(%);(vii) if P (%) is continuously di�erentiable on [0;1) then � satis�es (61);(viii) this solution is stable with respect to L1-small perturbations of the La-grangian uid variables.Corollary 13.2 (Local Minimizers with Jz = J have J(�;v) = J ẑ)Let J > 0. Suppose (�;v) minimizes E(�;v) locally on R0(R3) � V(R3)subject to the constraint Jz(�;v) = J . Then (�;v) also minimizes E(�;v)locally subject to the constraints J(�;v) = J ẑ.Proof: Theorem 13.1(i-ii) shows that the angular momentum of (�;v) satis-�es the constraints J(�;v) = J ẑ of the more restricted minimization. QED.70



Remark 13.3 Although the proof is not given, the converse to Corollary13.2 is also true provided the topology on V(R3) enjoys a littlemore structure:the map taking w 2 R3 to v(x) := w � x 2 V(R3) should be continuous.The proof requires Remark 14.3, and the observation that a local energyminimizer subject to the constraint J(�;v) = Jmust rotate about a principalaxis with maximalmoment of inertia. Otherwise a slight rotation would lowerits energy. To exploit this observation, it is necessary to know that slightrotations are local perturbations in R0(R3)�V(R3), but this follows from thetopology on V(R3) and Lemma 16.1(iii).Remark 13.4 (Stationarity Conditions for Energy Minimizers)The Euler-Lagrange equation for a global energy minimizer, or indeed anycritical point of the functional E(�;v), di�ers from Theorem 13.1(iv) in that(75) would be satis�ed on all of R3 for a single chemical potential �i. Sincethe Navier-Stokes equation (61) follows from (75) by taking a gradient andmultiplying by �, it will be satis�ed whether or not �i = �j on di�erentconnected components of f� > 0g. Conversely, for � 2 R0(R3) to be asolution of (61), an integration shows that the conclusion of Theorem 13.1(iv)is necessary as well as su�cient.
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14 Uniform RotationThis chapter recounts several results which, although not original, will berequired for the analysis. In particular, it is shown that the problem of min-imizing E(�;v) is equivalent to a minimization in which the uid rotatesuniformly about its center of mass; this reduction is due to Elliott Lieb [39].Results regarding the minimization of the non-rotating energy are also re-called. Used here to demonstrate that the energy of a rotating star | thoughbounded below | cannot attain its minimum, they will also be required inChapter 17.Since the z-component of the angular momentum is speci�ed, the mo-ment of inertia I(�) of � 2 R0(R3) in the direction of ẑ will be relevant; incylindrical co-ordinates (r(x); �(x); z(x)) it is given byI(�) := Z r2�x� x(�)� d�(x): (76)Proposition 14.1 (Uniform Rotation around Center of Mass [39])Fix a uid density � 2 R0(R3) and J � 0. Among all velocities v 2 V(R3)for which T (�;v) <1 and satisfying the constraint Jz(�;v) = J , the kineticenergy T (�;v) is uniquely minimized by a uniform rotation v(x) := !ẑ � xwith angular velocity ! := J=I(�).Proof: Let H := L2(R3; d�(x)) � V(R3) denote the Hilbert space of vector�elds on R3, with inner product h �; �iH determined by hv; viH := 2T (�;v).The uniform rotation ẑ � x 2 H, while the velocities v of interest lie in thea�ne subspace G � H where the constraint hv; ẑ� xiH = J is satis�ed.Minimizing the norm hv; viH over G yields vg := !(ẑ�x): any other v 2 Gdi�ers from vg by a vector orthogonal to ẑ� x in H. QED.72



Corollary 14.2 (Local Energy Minimizers Rotate Uniformly)Let J � 0. If (�;v) minimizes E(�;v) locally on R0(R3) � V(R3) subject tothe constraint Jz(�;v) = J , then v(x) = !ẑ� x with ! := J=I(�).Proof: The curve (1 � t)v(x) + t !(ẑ � x) is continuous in the topologicalvector space V(R3), and the linear constraint is satis�ed along it. Moreover,T (�;v) and hence E(�;v) is a quadratic function of t along this curve, as-suming its minimum at t = 1 by Proposition 14.1. Thus (�;v) cannot be alocal minimum unless v(x) = !ẑ� x. QED.Remark 14.3 (Uniform Rotation when J(�;v) is Prescribed)The proofs of Proposition 14.1 and its corollary extend to the case wherethe linear constraint Jz(�;v) = J is replaced by three linear constraintsJ(�;v) = J ẑ. The conclusion then is that v(x) = w � x, where w 2 R3 isthe unique angular velocity compatible with the given density � and angularmomentum J. Of course, the axis w of rotation may not coincide with thez-axis.If � 2 R0(R3) rotates with velocity v(x) = (J ẑ�x)=I(�), then its kineticenergy T (�;v) is given by TJ(�) := J22I(�) : (77)A second corollary shows that the minimization of Theorem 13.1 is equivalentto the minimization ofEJ (�) := U(�) �G(�; �)=2 + TJ(�): (78)Corollary 14.4 (Velocity Free Reformulation)Let J � 0 and � 2 R0(R3), and de�ne ! := J=I(�). Then (�;v) minimizesE(�;v) locally on R0(R3) � V(R3) subject to the constraint Jz(�;v) = J ifand only if � minimizes EJ (�) locally on R0(R3) and v(x) = !ẑ � x.73



Proof: Assume (�;v) minimizes E(�;v) locally on R0(R3) subject to theconstraint Jz(�;v) = J . By Corollary 14.2, v(x) = !ẑ�x, whence T (�;v) =TJ(�). Lemma 16.1(v) shows that I(�) is continuous on R0(R3), therefore �0su�ciently close to � ensures that !0 := J=I(�0) di�ers little from !. BecauseV(R3) is a topological vector space, v0(x) := !0ẑ � x can be made close tov. Since (�;v) is a local energy minimum, taking �0 closer to � if necessaryensures E(�;v) � E(�0;v0) = EJ (�0), establishing one implication.The other implication is easier. Assume � minimizes EJ (�) locally, andde�ne v(x) := !ẑ � x. For �0 near � and any v0 2 V(R3), Proposition 14.1yields E(�0;v0) � EJ (�0) � EJ(�) = E(�;v). QED.The analysis will henceforth be devoted to EJ(�). Some results regardingthe non-rotating problem J = 0 are required. Implications of [4, TheoremsA and B] and [13, Theorem 3(b,d,e)] are summarized here. Results fromthe latter are statedly explicitly for the Chandrasekhar equation of state,but apply equally well to all A(%) consistent with (F1-F3). If, in addition,A0(%3) is convex, uniqueness of minimizer up to translation is also known [13,Lemma 11 and remark following].Theorem 14.5 (Non-rotating Stars [4, 13])For E0(�) from (78), e0(m) from (72) and m 2 [0; 1]:(i) E0(�) attains its minimum e0(m) among � such that m�1� 2 R(R3);(ii) e0(m) decreases continuously from e0(0) = 0 and is strictly concave;There are bounds R0(m) and C0(m) on the radius and central density, suchthat any mass m minimizer �m of E0(�) satis�es(iii) �m is spherically symmetric and radially decreasing after translation;(iv) k�mk1 � C0(m);(v) spt�m is contained in a ball of radius R0(m);(vi) �m is continuous; where positive it has as many derivatives as the in-verse of A0(%); 74



(vii) �m satis�es (75) on all of R3 for J = 0 and a single � < 0;(viii) the left and right derivatives of e0(m) bound �: e00(m+) � � � e00(m�).For a rotating star J > 0, it has already been asserted that the lowerbound EJ (�) � e0(1) is approached but not attained on R(R3). That itcannot be attained is now clear: E0(�) � e0(1) while TJ(�) � 0; when the �rstinequality is saturated, Theorem 14.5(v) forces the second inequality to bestrict. The following example uses Theorem 14.5(ii) to construct � 2 R0(R3)with EJ (�) arbitarily close to e0(1).Example 14.6 (No Constrained Minimum of E(�;v) is Attained)Let J > 0 and �m and �(1�m) be the non-rotating energy minimizers ofmasses m and 1�m respectively. From Theorem 14.5(ii), e0(m)+ e0(1�m)approximates e0(1) for m > 0 su�ciently small. Since �m has a �nite radius,jyj su�ciently large yields a trial function �(x) := �m(x) + �(1�m)(x � y)with energyEJ (�) = e0(m) + e0(1�m)�G(�(1�m); �m) + TJ(�): (79)Taking jyj larger if necessary forces TJ(�) to be small sinceI(�) = I(�m) + I(�(1�m)) +m(1�m)jyj2: (80)Thus EJ (�) can be made to approach the energy e0(1) of the non-rotatingminimizer.Remark 14.7 (No Local Minimizers in a Vector Space Topology)The preceding example showed that the search for a global minimizer willbe fruitless. More is true: for EJ (�) to have even local minimizers, thetopology on R0(R3) must not be inherited from a topological vector space.Otherwise, a local minimum � 2 R0(R3) would be stable with respect to75



all perturbations � + t� 2 R0(R3); that is, t > 0 su�ciently small wouldimply EJ(� + t�) � EJ (�). The resulting stationarity condition would be(75), satis�ed on on all of R3 for a �xed �i. But this is absurd: it implies�(x) ! 1 as r(x) ! 1. Stated physically, it is energetically favorable toslow down a rotating star by removing a small bit of mass to a far away orbit,where it carries little kinetic energy but great angular momentum.
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15 Fluid in a Tube: A Toy ModelBefore proceeding with the analysis of the three-dimensional problem, a one-dimensional toy model is introduced which illustrates a number of subtleties.This model represents an interacting uid, constrained to live in a long lighttube, and rotating end-over-end about its center of mass. The interactionis one-dimensional Coulomb attraction | force independent of distance |while the equation of state is taken to be P (%) = c%2. As in the three-dimensional problem, the energy (81) of a mass of uid carrying angularmomentum J assumes its minimum only in the non-rotating case J = 0.However, the (one-dimensional) Euler-Poisson system (88) is explicitly sol-uble for this model, and a complete catalog of solutions may be obtained.These fall into an uncountable number of disjoint families or sequences, eachparameterized continuously by the angular velocity ! = J=I(�) > 0 up tosome critical value !c. Beyond !c the sequence fails to exist. The solu-tions with connected support | single stars | begin with the non-rotatingminimizer and persist as long as J is not too large. Each remaining familypersists for J not too small, and consists of con�gurations in which a numberof components with �xed masses `orbit' each other; these represent binarystars or stellar systems in the astrophysical analogy.The absence of bifurcations in this model should be emphasized. In prob-lems of stellar evolution, bifurcations along equilibrium sequences raise in-teresting cosmological possibilities. For example, a theory of formation ofdouble stars known as the �ssion hypothesis [40, 41] asserts that as ! is in-creased by gravitational contraction, a single star may deform quasi-staticallyinto a binary system. Proposed by Kelvin and Tait before the turn of thecentury, this conjecture has not yet been rigorously resolved even in the con-text of the homogeneous incompressible model in R3. On the other hand,77



numerical studies [42] show that bifurcations do not occur in axisymmetricuniformly rotating models with polytropic equations of state P (%) = %q inwhich q < 2:24. Instead, the axisymmetric equilibria remain stable up to apoint of `equatorial break-up'. This is also the case in our toy model. Therecooling or contraction may be represented by decreasing c at �xed J , which,after rescaling units, is equivalent to increasing J at �xed c. For a singlestar, ! increases with J ; the radius grows, and the atmosphere near the sur-face becomes thinner and thinner until it is no longer gravitationally bound.For larger J there is no nearby equilibrium and the family ends. The samemechanism is responsible for the demise of the other equilibrium sequences aswell. In these sequences however, ! varies inversely with J at large angularmomentum: ! ! 0 as J ! 1. In this limit, the components approximatenon-rotating minimizers of the same masses, placed so far apart that thesystem rotates very slowly. For larger !, the stars draw closer together andthe stellar material becomes less concentrated; equilibrium persists only aslong as the atmosphere of the lightest star (or planet) continues to be bound.In our one-dimensional model, the state of the uid is represented by itsmass density �(x) � 0 on the line; its total mass is is taken to be M andits center of mass to lie at the origin. If the whole tube rotates about thiscenter of mass, the energy of the uid is given byEJ(�) := ZR �2(x) dx + 12 Z Z d�(x) jx� yj d�(y) + J22I(�) : (81)Units of mass, length and energy may be �xed to ensure c = M = G = 1,where G is the `gravitational' constant | the coe�cient of the potentialenergy. The angular momentum J scales with (M6c3=G)1=4, and the momentof inertia I(�) is given by I(�) := ZR x2d�(x): (82)78



The energy EJ (�) is de�ned on the space R0(R) � L2(R) of densities �(x)with bounded support and satisfying the constraints�(x) � 0; (83)Z d�(x) = 1; (84)Z x d�(x) = 0: (85)De�ning [x]+ := maxfx; 0g, any minimizer of EJ (�) on R0(R) must be apointwise a.e. solution to the Euler-Lagrange equation2�(x) = " J2x22I2(�) � V�(x) + �#+: (86)Here � is the Lagrange multiplier conjugate to the mass constraint, while V�is the gravitational potentialV�(x) := Z jx� yj d�(y): (87)For the real model, (86) is established rigorously in [4] (see Chapter 16);for the toy model, the proof would be similar. However, unless J = 0, (86)can have no solutions in R0(R), thus EJ (�) is not minimized there: sinceV�(x) grows no faster than linearly for � 2 R0(R), any solution of (86) woulddiverge quadratically as jxj ! 1, violating the mass constraint.On the other hand, the equations corresponding to the Euler-Poissonsystem (61) are quite easy to solve; they are obtained by di�erentiating (86-87) to yield:2�0(x) + 2M(x)�M(1)� J2xI2(�) = � where �(x) > 0 (88)and M(x) := Z x�1 �. Here � = 0 if � has its center of mass at the origin. Thesections below classify all continuous solutions � 2 R0(R) to these equations;their properties are immediate from the exact solutions.79



Solutions with Connected SupportAll continuous solutions � 2 R0(R) of (88), di�erentiable where positive,must be C1 there: M(x) gains regularity from � and the result follows by abootstrap. Thus � satis�es�00(x) + �(x) = !2=2 where �(x) > 0; (89)for some !. Conversely, any solution � to (89) with f� > 0g connected alsosolves (88) for J = !I(�) and some �. Such a star, if it has radius r andcenter of mass at the origin, can only be of the form�r(x) := �(r)2  1� cos(x)cos(r)! if x 2 [�r; r]; 0 otherwise: (90)r must lie in [�=2; �], while the normalization constant �(r) := (r � tan r)�1for unit mass. The angular velocity required to sustain �r is related to r by!2 = 2�00r(r) + 2�r(r) = �(r). (88) is satis�ed for J = !I(�r) and some �,while �0r(0) = 0 and M(0) = 1=2 imply � = 0. Finally, �(r) increases from0 to ��1 on [�=2; �], so ! parameterizes the sequence as it ranges from 0 to!c(1) = ��1=2.For single stars it remains to demonstrate that J = I(�r)! varies directlywith !. Since ! increases with r, it su�ces to show that I(�r) is also in-creasing. For r < r0, �r(x) = �r0(x) is solved at a unique value of jxj < r0;I(�r) < I(�0r) therefore follows from (82). Thus J attains its maximal valuefor r = �. At this value, the density gradient at the star's surface vanishes:�0r(r) = �(�) tan(�) = 0; the pressure gradient must vanish as well, so theuid at the surface is `in orbit'. For larger angular momentum this outermostuid cannot remain contiguous with the star in equilibrium.80



Solutions with Disconnected SupportHaving enumerated the solutions corresponding to single stars, it remains toconsider solutions � to (88) for which f� > 0g is disconnected. These mustalso satisfy (89). If the interval (z � r; z + r) is a connected component off� > 0g, then the retriction of � to this interval must be m�r(x� z) for somemass m < 1. As before, r 2 [�=2; �]. One can then ask: given an orderedn-tuple of masses satisfying m1 + : : :+mn = 1, for which angular velocitieswill there be a solution � 2 R0(R) given by�(x) =Xmi�ri(x� zi) (91)for some radii ri and centers zi, ordered so that zi + ri � zi+1 � ri+1. Allsolutions to (88) in R0(R) must be of this form: a star cannot have in�nitelymany planets with radii r � �=2 and also have bounded support. Below it isdemonstrated that exactly one such solution exists for each ! > 0 up to somecritical value !c(m1;m2; : : : ;mn) < 1. The sizes of the components varyinversely with their masses, and it is easiest to parameterize the sequencein terms of the radius r of the lightest component. r = � at the criticalvalue ! = !c(m1; : : : ;mn), while r ! �=2 (the radius of the non-rotatingminimizer) and J !1 as ! ! 0.If (91) is to satisfy (89), it is necessary that �00(zi + ri) = !2=2 indepen-dently of i. Thus the radii must satisfy�(ri) = !2=mi: (92)Since �(r) increases from 0 to ��1 on [�=2; �], these equations are solubleprovided !2=m � ��1 for the lightest mass m. Conversely, ! > 0 mayselected by precribing the radius r 2 (�=2; �] of the lightest component, inwhich case the remaining radii are uniquely determined. (89) will be satis�ed,provided the centers zi are chosen far enough apart so that the components81



do not overlap. This will be veri�ed a posteriori. With J=I(�) replaced by !,(88) will also be satis�ed on each component separately if the constant ofintegration � is allowed to depend on the component. The trick is to choosethe centers so that � = 0 for all i. Computing (88) at x = zi where �0(zi) = 0,it is clear that � = 0 is equivalent tozi := !�20@Xj<imj �Xj>imj1A : (93)Pmizi = 0 follows, proving that � has its center of mass at the origin. At thispoint I(�) may be determined, and (88) will be satis�ed with J = I(�)!. Aposteriori, one notes that zi+1�zi = !�2(mi+1+mi) � 2�; since ri � � thereis no danger of overlapping components. However, if the lightest componenthas radius � and the same mass as one of its neighbours, these componentswill just touch.The foregoing is summarized by:Theorem 15.1 (Catalog of One-dimensional Equilibria)Choose the number of components n � 1 and their masses (m1; : : : ;mn),ordered from left to right and with Pmi = 1. The radius r 2 (�=2; �] ofthe lightest component may also be speci�ed. Then there is unique solution(91) to (88) in R0(R) with the given parameters. The angular velocity !and radii ri of any heavier components are determined by (92), while thelocations zi of the components are determined by (93). � = 0 and J = !I(�).All continuous � 2 R0(R) which solve (88) with J > 0 are of this form. Theri and ! increase continously with r while the jzij decrease. As r ! �, alltend to �nite limiting values determined by the masses.Having shown these solutions to exist, it is natural to remark upon theirrelationship to the energy functional EJ (�). Fix a solution � to (88) fromTheorem 15.1. While (86) cannot be satis�ed for a global choice of �, it82



is satis�ed on each component of � separately: permitting � to vary fromcomponent to component, di�erentiating makes this clear. Thus the masswithin each component of � is in equilibrium. There will be perturbations� + t� in R0(R) which lead to a linear decrease in EJ(�), but these involveeither a transfer of mass between components, or from some component(s)into the vacuum f� = 0g. Such perturbations involve `tunneling' of massfrom one region to another, and as such are unphysical. If they could beprecluded, � would be a critical point for the functional (81). This is alsothe nature of the local minima for the three dimensional model which areinvestigated in the following chapters.
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16 W1-Local Energy MinimizersIf a stability analysis is to explore local minima, a topology must be speci�edwhich determines a precise meaning for local. The examples of the preced-ing chapters illustrate that for rotating stars this choice will be delicate: forEJ (�) to have local minima the topology must be strong enough to precludetunneling of mass; for such minima to be meaningful, it must be weak enoughso that physical ows are continuous. A topology enjoying these propertiescan be found in the probability literature [6]: it is induced by the WassersteinL1 metric on R(R3). This metric is de�ned in the sequel, where results from[4] are applied to show that a local minimizer � 2 R0(R3) of EJ(�) mustbe continuous everywhere, smooth where positive, and satisfy the station-arity condition of Theorem 13.1(iv). It follows by taking a gradient that �represents a stable solution to the Navier-Stokes-Poisson system (61).Viewed as a measure, � 2 R(R3) has unit mass. It may be represented inmany ways as the probability distribution of a vector-valued random variablex : S �! R3 on a probability space (S;S; �). The relationship between xand �, here denoted by x#� = �, is that �[x�1(
)] = �[
] for Borel 
 � R3;x is said to push-forward the measure � to �. The Wasserstein L1 distancebetween two measures �; � 2 R(R3) may now be de�ned as an in�mum overall random variable representations of � and � on a space (S;S; �):W1(�; �) := infx#�=�y#�=� kx� yk1;�: (94)Here kx � yk1;� denotes the supremum of jx � yj over S, discarding setsof �-measure zero. Whether the in�mum in (94) ranges over all probabilityspaces (S;S; �), or is restricted to (say) S = [0; 1] with Lebesgue measure, isirrelevant. That W1 is a metric follows from Strassen's Theorem [6]. Notethat although W1(�; �) may be in�nite on R(R3), it is �nite whenever � and� are of bounded support. 84



It is clear from the Lagrangian formulation of uid mechanics that theWasserstein L1 metric is not unphysically strong. In that formulation, thestate of a uid system is speci�ed by its original density pro�le � 2 R(R3),together with the positions of the uid particles as a function of time. Attime t, Yt(y) 2 R3 represents the position of the uid which originated atY0(y) = y. The density pro�le �t after time t is obtained as the push-forwardof � through Yt. From its de�nition,W1(�s; �t) � kYs �Ytk1;�: (95)If the uid particles move with bounded velocities, then Yt(y) will be aLipshitz function of t uniformly in y, and it is evident that (95) will becontrolled by a multiple of js� tj. Thus �t 2 R(R3) evolves continuously asa function of time, at least for bounded uid velocities. The same argumentshows Lemma 16.1(iii): an L1-small perturbation of the Lagrangian uidvariables produces only a W1-small perturbation of the density: a localenergy minimum � 2 R0(R3) must be physically stable.The next lemma collects elementary properties required of W1. Theproofs are immediate from the de�nition (94). Here spt (���) � R3 denotesthe support of the signed measure �� �, while a �-neighbourhood is de�nedas in (74).Lemma 16.1 (Simple Properties of the Wasserstein L1 Metric)Let �; � 2 R(R3). Then(i) W1(�; �) does not exceed the diameter of spt (�� �);(ii) if W1(�; �) < �, each connected component of the �-neighbourhood ofspt � has the same mass for � as for �;(iii) W (�;y#�) � ky � idk1;� for y : R3 �! R3 measurable and id(x) := x;(iv) the centers of mass jx(�)� x(�)j � W1(�; �);(v) the moment of inertia I(�) depends continuously on �.85



Lagrange multipliers conjugate to the center of mass constraint do notappear in (75). This is because a local energy minimizer � on R0(R3) is alsostable under perturbations which shift its center of mass:Corollary 16.2 If � minimizes EJ (�) locally on R0(R3), then it minimizesEJ (�) locally on R(R3).Proof: There exists � > 0 such that EJ (�) � EJ (�) whenever � 2 R0(R3)with W1(�; �) < 2�. Now, suppose � 2 R(R3) with W1(�; �) < �. Part (iv)of the lemma shows that jx(�)j < �; part (iii) then shows that the translateof � by �x(�) lies within 2� of � in R0(R3). By translation invariance,EJ (�) � EJ (�). QED.Therefore, suppose � minimizes EJ(�) locally on R0(R3) and let � 2L1(R3). Even if the perturbation � + t� 2 R(R3) for t 2 [0; 1], it may notbe W1-continuous as function of t; nevertheless, Lemma 16.1(i) guaranteesthat EJ (�+ t�) is minimized by � provided � is supported on a small enoughset. � will then be a useful variation of EJ (�).The variational derivative E 0J(�) of the energy EJ (�) is formally given byE 0J (�)(x) := A0(�(x))� V�(x)� J22I2(�)r2�x� x(�)�: (96)For J = 0 and a restricted class of perturbations � 2 P0, a more generalresult [4] not quite including the kinetic energy TJ(�) shows thatlimt!0 t�1 (EJ (�+ t�)� EJ(�)) = Z E0J (�)�: (97)The admissable perturbations depend on �:P0 := [R<1(� 2 L1(R3) ����� � = 0 where � > R or jxj > R� � 0 where � < R�1 ) : (98)86



(97) may be immediately extended to positive angular momentum J > 0by the following observation: even though � may not have its center ofmass at the origin, I(�) is cubic in �; a direct computation shows thatlimt!0 t�1 (I(�+ t�)� I(�)) = I(�).The next pair of propositions show that local minimizers of EJ (�) satisfythe stationarity conditions of Theorem 13.1(iv-v).Proposition 16.3 (Locally Constant Chemical Potential)Let � 2 R0(R3) minimize EJ (�) among � 2 R(R3) for which W1(�; �) < 2�.LetM be an open set with diameter no greater than 2� which intersects spt �.There is a unique �i 2 R depending on M such that (75) holds on M a.e.Proof: The proof is an application of a constrained minimization argumentas may be found in [4]. We rely on intermediate results formulated there.Therefore, de�ne the convex cone Ploc := f� 2 P0 j spt� � Mg, and letU = f� + � � 0j� 2 Plocg, so that Ploc is the tangent cone of U at �. Itis noted above that EJ (�) is di�erentiable at � in the directions � of Ploc.On Wloc = R(R3)\ U , where the mass constraint is satis�ed, Lemma 16.1(i)shows that � minimizes EJ(�). Moreover, since the open set M intersectsspt �, it must carry positive mass under �. Thus there is a smaller subsetC � M of positive measure on which �(x) is bounded away from zero andin�nity. If �C is the characteristic function of this set, both ��C 2 Ploc,although � � �C 62 Wloc. These conditions imply that there is a uniqueLagrange multiplier � 2 R such thatZ E 0J(�)� � � Z � (99)for all � 2 Ploc [4, Proposition 2]. If E 0J (�) < � on a subset K � M whichhad positive measure, this subset may be taken slightly smaller so that � isbounded on K; �K 2 Ploc would then contradict (99). On the other hand, if87



E 0J (�) > � on a subset K �M with positive measure and where � > 0, thenK may be taken slightly smaller so that � is bounded away from zero andin�nity on K; in this case ��K 2 Ploc contradicts (99). Since A0(�) in (96)vanishes precisely where � does, these two inequalities show that (75) holdsfor almost all x 2M with �i := �. QED.Proposition 16.4 (Component-wise Constant Chemical Potential)Let � 2 R0(R3) minimize EJ (�) among � 2 R(R3) for which W1(�; �) < 2�.Choose one of the connected components 
i of the �-neighbourhood (74) ofspt �. Then there is a constant �i < 0 such that (75) holds a.e. on 
i.Proof: For y 2 
i the ball B�(y) intersects spt �. Thus Proposition 16.3guarantees a unique �(y) such that (75) holds a.e. on B�(y) when �i := �(y).The claim is that �(y) is independent of y. Therefore, �x y 2 
i. SinceB�(y)is open, it will also be true that a slightly smaller ballB���(y) intersects spt �.If jx�yj < �, then M = B�(x)\B�(y) intersects spt �. In Proposition 16.3,the uniqueness of � corresponding to M forces �(x) = �(y). Thus �(y) islocally constant. As a result, the disjoint sets C = fx 2 
i j �(x) = �(y)gand D = fx 2 
i j �(x) 6= �(y)g are both open. Since 
i = C [ D isconnected, C = 
i. De�ning �i := �(y), (75) must be satis�ed a.e. on 
i.An additional argument shows � < 0. Any point on the boundary of
i cannot lie within � of spt �. Since spt � is bounded, 
i has non-emptyboundary, and it follows that �(x) = 0 on a set of positive measure in 
i. Onthe other hand, A(%) is strictly convex so A0(�(x)) vanishes only if �(x) = 0.� � 0 in (75) would imply � > 0 a.e. on 
i, a contradiction. QED.Arguments from [4] now apply to local minimizers on EJ(�), yielding:88



Proposition 16.5 (Regularity of W1 Local Energy Minimizers)Let � minimize EJ (�) locally on R0(R3). Then � is continuous everywhere;where positive it has as many derivatives as the inverse of A0(%).Proof: Proposition 16.4 applies by Corollary 16.2. The stationarity condi-tion (75) must be used to control � with V� at large densities. The chemicalpotential �i < 0 may be discarded, while r2(x) cannot be too large on thebounded support of �, so A0(�(x)) � V�(x) + C for C <1 depending on �but independent of x. Wherever A0(�) � 2C, the bound A0(�) � 2V� holds.Thus V� is continuous on R3 as in [4, Lemma 3 and Theorem A].Continuity of � on 
i follows from that of V� through (75) because A0(%)is continuously invertible. 
i was a component of some �-neighbourhood ofspt �, so it is clear that � will be compactly supported on it. Because V� gainsa derivative from �, smoothness of � where positive follows from a bootstrapin (75). QED.Only Theorem 13.1(i) remains to be proven:Lemma 16.6 (Principal Axis of Inertia)Let � minimize EJ(�) locally on R0(R3). Then the z-axis is a principal axisof inertia for �, with a moment of inertia I(�) which is maximal and non-degenerate.Proof: Let Iij(�) := Z (�ijjxj2 � xjxi)d�(x) denote the moment of inertiatensor I(�) of �, and l̂ 2 R3 denote the eigenvector of I(�) corresponding to itsmaximal eigenvalue. Then I(�) = h ẑ; I(�)ẑi � h l̂; I(�)̂li. The �rst claim isthat the inequality is saturated. If not, a slight rotation of � bringing l̂ towardthe z-axis would increase I(�): letting k̂(�) := cos(�)̂l+sin(�)k̂ where k̂ andl̂ are orthonormal, either h k̂(�); I(�) k̂(�)i is constant or it attains a uniquelocal maximum at � = 0. Since E0(�) is rotation invariant, EJ (�) would be89



decreased. But � minimizes EJ (�) locally. A contradiction is produced sincefor � with bounded support, a slight rotation is a W1-local perturbation byLemma 16.1(iii).Now suppose that h ẑ; I(�)ẑi, although maximal, is not unique. Then aslight rotation of � (about an axis other than ẑ) is also a W1 local minimizerof EJ (�) on R0(R3). By Propositions 16.4 and 16.5, A0(�) � V� must beconstant along line segments parallel to the z-axis where � > 0, and cannotbe constant along line segments with other orientations. This cannot be truefor both � and its rotate. QED.Proof of Theorem 13.1 Let (�;v) locally minimize E(�;v) subject to theconstraint Jz(�;v) = J . Corollary 14.4 proves (ii) and implies that � locallyminimizes EJ(�). Parts (i), (iii, vi) and (iv-v) then follow from Lemma 16.6,and Propositions 16.5 and 16.4 respectively. If P (%) is continuously di�eren-tiable, then A00(%) = P 0(%)=% and (vii) follows by taking the gradient of (75).By Lemma 16.1(iii), the energy cannot be decreased by perturbations of �which result from L1-small perturbations in the Lagrangian uid variables.Perturbations of the velocity �eld v are irrelevant: if consistent with theconstraint, Proposition 14.1 shows that E(�;v) can only increase relative toEJ (�). QED.
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17 Existence of Binary StarsThis chapter is devoted to establishing the existence of local minimizers forEJ (�) carrying large angular momentumJ . Such minimizers represent stable,uniformly rotating solutions to the Navier-Stokes-Poisson system (61). Theyare constructed in form of binary stars, which is to say that the uid massis divided into two disjoint regions 
� and 
+, widely separated relative totheir size. The mass ratio m : 1 �m between the two regions is speci�ed apriori.The 
� � R3 will be closed balls centered on the plane z = 0, whose sizeand separation scale with J2 (103); the relevant uid con�gurations areWJ := f�� + �+ 2 R(R3) j Z �� = m; spt �� � 
�g: (100)The following theorem will be proved:Theorem 17.1 (Existence of Binary Stars)Given m 2 (0; 1), choose the angular momentum J to be su�ciently largedepending on m. Then any global minimizer of EJ (�) on WJ will, after arotation about the z-axis and a translation, have support contained in theinterior of 
� [ 
+. It will also be symmetric about the plane z = 0 and adecreasing function of jzj.Since a global energy minimizer on WJ exists by arguments [4, 5] sum-marized below, this theorem has as its consequence:Corollary 17.2 Given m 2 (0; 1), let J > J(m) as in Theorem 17.1. Thenthe energy EJ(�) admits a local minimizer � on R(R3) in the form of a globalenergy minimizer on WJ . Uniformly rotating, � minimizes E(�;v) locally onR(R3)� V(R3) subject to the constraint Jz(�;v) = J or J(�;v) = J ẑ.91



Proof: Let � be the minimizer on WJ . The theorem shows that spt � iscompact in the interior of 
� [ 
+, therefore separated from the bound-ary by a positive distance �. Lemma 16.1(ii) shows that if � 2 R(R3) withW1(�; �) < �, then � in WJ . Thus EJ (�) � EJ(�). Since EJ(�) is locallyminimized, Corollary 14.4 provides a local minimizer (�;v) of E(�;v) sub-ject to the constraint on Jz. Corollary 13.2 shows that (�;v) satis�es theconstraint on the vector angular momentum as well. QED.The separation of the domains 
� is determined by the Kepler problem fortwo point massesm and 1�m, rotating with angular momentumJ > 0 abouttheir �xed center of mass. The reduced mass of that system is denoted by� := m(1�m). As a function of the radius of separation d, the gravitationalplus kinetic energy � �d + J22�d2 � � �32J2 (101)assumes its minimum at separation � := ��2J2. This is the radius of thecircular orbit. Therefore, choose two points y� 2 R3 from the plane z = 0,separated by �, to be the centers of 
�:� := ��2J2 = jy� � y+j; (102)
� := nx 2 R3 j jx� y�j � �=4o : (103)Here and throughout the following, the superscripts � denote an implicitdependence on J , or equivalently �. When � is large, one expects a stable,slowly rotating equilibrium to exist in which uid components with massesmand 1�m lie near y� and y+. The distance separating 
� and the diameterof their union is given by: dist(
�;
+) = �=2; (104)diam(
� [ 
+) = 3�=2: (105)92



It follows that for � 2 WJ rotating uniformly with angular momentum J ,the uid velocities will not be too large:Lemma 17.3 (Velocity Bound)Fix m 2 (0; 1) and let � > 0. For J � �, there is a maximum velocity v(m; �)which does not depend on J , such that if � 2 WJ and x 2 
� [ 
+ thenJr(x� x(�))=I(�) � v(m; �). Moreover v(m; �)! 0 as �!1.Proof: Let � = �� + �+ 2 WJ . The centers of mass x(��) 2 
�, orrather their projections onto z = 0, are separated by at least �=2 (104). Themoment of inertia I(�) is bounded below by that of two point masses m and1�m at this separation:I(�) = � r2�x(��)� x(�+)�+ I(��) + I(�+) (106)� � �2=4: (107)At the same time x 2 
� implies r(x � x(�)) � 3�=2. Since � = ��2J2,these two estimates show r(x�x(�))=I(�) � O(J�2) as J !1, proving thelemma. QED.Before addressing the proof of Theorem 17.1, the existence of a globalenergy minimizer on WJ is sketched following [4, 5]. For constants ��, sucha minimizer satis�es the Euler-Lagrange equationsA0��(x)� = " J22I2(�)r2�x� x(�)�+ V�(x) + �� #+ a:e: on 
�; (108)much like (75) before setting x(�) = 0. To prove existence of a minimizer,one �rst imposes a large bound k�k1 � R on the con�gurations in WJ .EJ (�) is then lower semi-continuous in the weak topology onWJ � L4=3(R3);the kinetic term TJ(�) is continuous. Since EJ (�) diverges with k�k4=3, theBanach-Alaoglu compactness theorem guarantees a minimizer �R. Because93



�R was constrained to be bounded, it satis�es a version of (108) in whichthe truncation [x]+ is modi�ed so that [x]+ = A0(R) when x > A0(R). Fromthis equation, an additional argument [5, Proposition 1.4] using the boundon Jr=I(�R) from Lemma 17.3 showsk�Rk1 < C(m) (109)independent of R. This R-independent �R is the desired minimizer. As inLemma 17.3, the constant C(m) is J -independent for J bounded away fromzero.Theorem 17.1 controls the support of the global minimizer � = �� + �+on WJ . Its proof begins with a series of estimates on ��, the components of� supported in 
� respectively. Using the symmetry in m and 1 �m, it issu�cient to establish these estimates for �� only. The �rst proposition relieson an energetic comparison with the con�guration �� + �+ obtained fromsuitable translations of non-rotating minimizers �m from Theorem 14.5:��(x) := �m(x� y�); �+(x) := �(1�m)(x� y+): (110)Proposition 17.4 (Energy Converges to Non-rotating Minimum)Given � > 0, if J is su�ciently large and �� + �+ minimizes EJ (�) on WJ ,then E0(��) � e0(m) + �. Here e0(m) is the mass m in�mum of E0(�).Proof: By Theorem 14.5(v), taking J large enough will ensure that �� issupported in 
�. Then �� + �+ 2 WJ , so its energy decomposes asEJ (�� + �+)� E0(��)�E0(�+) = �G(��; �+) + TJ(�� + �+): (111)The gravitational interaction and kinetic energy may be estimated by com-parison with the point masses (101): G(��; �+) = ���1 by Newton's Theo-rem and (102), while I(�� + �+) � ��2 as in (106). Thus the right side of94



(111) is less than ��3J�2=2, yieldingE0(��) + E0(�+) > EJ (�� + �+)� EJ (�� + �+)> E0(��) + E0(�+)�G(��; �+)The last inequality follows from TJ(�) > 0, sinceEJ (��+�+) also decomposesas in (111). Taking J large forces the separation �=2 between 
� and 
+to diverge. Taking G(��; �+) � 2���1 < � proves the proposition becauseE0(�+) � E0(�+). QED.Thus E(��) converges to the minimum energy for a non-rotating mass mas J !1. In this case [43, Theorem II.2 and Corollary II.1] a subsequenceof the �� may be extracted, which, after translation, converges strongly inL4=3(R3) to a minimizer for the non-rotating problem. The next two resultsexploit this convergence.Lemma 17.5 (Bound for the Chemical Potential)Given � > 0 and J large enough, if ��+�+ minimizes EJ(�) on WJ , then thechemical potential �� in (108) satis�es �� � e0(m�)+ �. Here e0(m�) < 0 isthe bound for the non-rotating chemical potential from Theorem 14.5(viii).Proof: The proposition can only fail if there exists a sequence of angularmomenta Jn ! 1 together with minimizers ��n + �+n for EJn(�) on WJn,for which the chemical potentials ��n have a limit greater than e0(m�). TheEuler-Lagrange equation (108) impliesA0(��n ) � V��n + ��n a:e: on 
�; (112)an invariant statement under translations of ��n . Proposition 17.4 and [43]imply | after translating each ��n and extracting a subsequence also denoted95



��n | that one has L4=3(R3) convergence to a non-rotating minimizer �m forE0(�). Since V� is the convolution of � with a weak L3w(R3) function, theGeneralized Young's Inequality shows that V��n ! V�m strongly in L12(R3)(here 3/4 + 1/3 = 1 + 1/12). Extracting another subsequence, one haspointwise convergence a.e. of both ��n and V��n . A contradiction followsfrom (112) on the set f�m > 0g, where by Theorem 14.5(vii-viii):A0(�m)� V�m = �m � e0(m�): QED.Proposition 17.6 (Bound on the Radius of Support)There exists a radius R(m) independent of J , such that if ��+�+ minimizesEJ (�) on WJ for J su�ciently large, then spt �� is contained in a ball ofradius R(m).Proof: Take J large enough that � > e00(m�) bounds �� by Proposition 17.5,while the velocity bound v(m) of Proposition 17.3 satis�es v2(m) � ��. Inthe Euler-Lagrange equation (108) these estimates yieldA0(��) � hV�� + V�+ + �=2i+ a:e: on 
�: (113)Strict convexity of A(%) forces � = 0 where A0(�) = 0, so �� must vanishwhere the gravitational potential is less than ��=2. V�+ is easily controlled:for J large enough, V�+ < ��=6 on 
� since the distance to spt �+ � 
+will be large (104). Therefore, consider V��. For � 2 L1(R3)\L1(R3), thereis a pointwise bound kV�k1 � kk�k2=31 k�k1=31 (114)saturated when � is supported on the smallest ball consistent with k�k1.Since k��k1 � C(m) from (109), choose � > 0 such that k�k1 � � and96



k�k1 � C(m) imply kV�k1 � ��=6. Now, let R0(m) from Theorem 14.5(v)bound the support radii of all mass m non-rotating minimizers �m, andchoose R(m) � R0(m) large enough so that m=(R(m) � R0(m)) � ��=6.Using Proposition 17.4 and [43] once again, J large enough implies that �� isL4=3(R3) close to a translate of some �m; in particular, all but mass � of �� isforced into a ball of radius R0(m). Neither the restriction of �� to this ball,nor the remaining mass �, contributes more than ��=6 to V�� outside thelarger ball of radius R(m). Thus (113) establishes the proposition. QED.The following lemma and proposition essentially prove Theorem 17.1.Lemma 17.7 For � > 0 de�ne g�(x) := (x2 + �2=�)�1 � 2(x � 2�)�1. If �is su�ciently small, the function g�(x) is uniquely minimized on the interval(1=2; 3=2) and has no local maxima there.Proof: For � su�ciently small, the functions g�(z) are analytic and uniformlybounded on fz 2 C j jzj > 1=4g. It follows that g�(z) converges uniformlyto g0(z) := z�2 � 2z�1 as � ! 0 on jzj � 1=2. The derivatives convergealso. g00(x) vanishes on (0;1) only at x = 1, while g000(x) > 0 for x < 3=2.Therefore, if � < 1=2, su�ciently small � ensures: g00� (x) > 0 where jx�1j < �,while g0�(x) < 0 for 1=2 � x � 1� � and g0�(x) > 0 for x � 1 + �. The lemmais proved. QED.Proposition 17.8 (Estimate for the Center of Mass Separation)Let 0 < � < 1=2. For J su�ciently large, if � = �� + �+ minimizes EJ (�)on WJ then the ratio jx(��)�x(�+)j = � lies within � of 1. Here � = ��2J2.Proof: Take J large enough so that Proposition 17.6 provides bounds R(m)and R(1 �m) for the support of ��. Taking J larger if necessary ensuresR := 2maxfR(m); R(1 �m)g < �=4: (115)97



Since spt �� must be contained within radius R of x(��), there is room in 
�to translate �� and �+ independently so that x(��) = y� lie at separation �.Denote these translates by �� and �+, so that � = �� + �+ 2 WJ . As in(111), E(�) di�ers only from E(�) by terms of the form �G(��; �+)+TJ(�).These terms may be estimated using the center of mass separation d betweenthe translates of �� and �+; with an abuse of notation, they are denoted byG(d) and TJ(d), and the moment of inertia by I(d):�d+ 2R < G(d) < �d� 2R�d2 < I(d) < �d2 +R2J22(�d2 +R2) < TJ(d) < J22�d2 :If � minimizes EJ (�) on WJ , comparison with � forces d := jx(��)� x(�+)jto satisfy �G(d) + TJ(d) � �G(�) + TJ(�): (116)Using the preceding estimates and J2 = �2�, the implication of (116) for thedimensionless parameter x := d=� in terms of � := R=� is� 2x� 2� + 1x2 + �2��1 � � 21 + 2� + 1: (117)This condition is satis�ed for x = 1. However, it fails to be satis�ed atx = 1�� for large J , because it does not hold in the �! 0 limit. Lemma 17.7then guarantees that for large J , (117) can hold on x 2 [1=2; 3=2] only whenjx�1j < �. This range includes all relevant separations by (104), thus provingthe proposition. QED.Proof of Theorem 17.1 First it is shown that any minimizer � = �� + �+for EJ(�) onWJ may be translated so that both x(��) lie in the plane z = 0.Since the 
� are convex and symmetric about z = 0, it is enough to know that� enjoys a plane of symmetry z = c. This follows from a strong rearrangement98



inequality [44, Lemma 3] and Fubini's Theorem: the symmetric decreasingrearrangement of � along lines parallel to the z-axis leaves U(�) and I(�)unchanged; however, since the potential (r2 + z2)�1=2 is strictly decreasingas a function of jzj, the rearrangement increases G(�; �) unless � is alreadysymmetric decreasing about a plane z = c. Since � minimizes EJ(�) and itsrearrangement is in WJ , G(�; �) cannot be increased.Now, take J large enough so that Proposition 11.1 provides a bound Rsuch that spt �� � BR(x(��)) if �� + �+ minimizes EJ (�) on WJ . Translate� so that its symmetry plane is z = 0 and let d := jx(��) � x(�+)j. Then(103-105) show that if d � 2R > �=2 and d + 2R < 3�=2, a translation androtation of � yields a minimizer in WJ supported away from the boundaryof 
� [ 
+. By Proposition 17.8, this is certainly true when J and hence �is su�ciently large. QED.
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Part IVAppendicesA Di�erentiability of Convex FunctionsThis appendix establishes some facts of life regarding convex functions andnotation from convex analysis. Rockafellar's text [45] is the standard refer-ence, while [17, Notes to x1.5] contains a brief synopsis of the di�erentiabilityalmost everywhere of convex functions.By a convex function  on Rd, we shall mean what is technically called aproper convex function:  takes values in R [ f+1g, is not identically +1,and is convex along any line in Rd. If  is convex, its domain dom :=fx j (x) <1g will be convex and  will be continuous on the interior 
 ofdom .  may be taken to be lower semi-continuous by modifying its valueson the boundary of 
, in which case  is said to be closed.The convex function  will be di�erentiable (r exists) Lebesgue-a.e. on
. It is also useful to consider the subgradient @ of  : this parameterizesthe supporting hyperplanes of  , and consists of pairs (x; y) 2 Rd � Rd suchthat  (z) � h y; z� xi+  (x) for all z 2 Rd. Here h ; i denotes the usualinner product. @ should be thought of as a multivalued mapping from Rdto Rd: the image of a point x is denoted by @ (x) := fyj(x; y) 2 @ g, andof a set X by @ (X) := [X@ (x). @ (x) is a closed convex set, boundedprecisely when x 2 
; it is empty for x outside dom , and possibly for someof the boundary points as well. Di�erentiability of  at x is equivalent tothe existence of a unique y 2 @ (x), in which case r (x) = y. @ will beclosed as a subset of Rd � Rd if  is a closed convex function; this propertycan frequently be used in lieu of continuity of r . Related expressions of thecontinuity of @ include: compactness of @ (K) when K � 
 is compact,100



and convergence of yn to r (x) when the latter exists and xn ! x withyn 2 @ (xn).A subset S � Rd�Rd is said to be cyclically monotone if for any n points(xi; yi) 2 S,h y1; x2 � x1i + h y2; x3 � x2i+ � � �+ h yn; x1 � xni � 0: (118)The subgradient of any convex function  will be cyclically monotone: ifone linearly approximates the change in  around a cycle x1; x2; : : : xn; x1,a de�cit must result since the approximation underestimates each step; thede�cit will be �nite, and the inequality in (118) strict, unless yi 2 @ (xi+1)for each i. Conversely, any cyclically monotone set is contained in the sub-gradient of some convex function. This is an integrability result: if the setwere known to be the gradient of a potential  , the two-point (n=2) inequal-ity alone would guarantee convexity of  . Applied to the closure of the set@ � = f(y; x)j(x; y) 2 @ g, it implies the existence of a convex dual function � to  . Of course,  � is just the Legendre transform of  , more commonlyde�ned by  �(y) := supx2Rdh y; xi �  (x): (119) � will be closed, and  �� �  with equality if and only if  is closed.A convex function  will be twice di�erentiable almost everywhere on itsdomain in the following sense:  is said to be twice di�erentiable at x0 withHessian r2 (x0) if r (x0) exists, and if for every � > 0 there exists � > 0such that jx� x0j < � and � = r2 (x0) implysupy2@ (x) jy �r (x0)� �(x� x0)j < �jx� x0j: (120)The Hessian r2 (x0) is a non-negative (i.e. positive semi-de�nite and self-adjoint) d � d matrix. Even though points where r is not uniquely de-termined may accumulate on x0, it is not di�cult to see that many of the101



fundamental results pertaining to di�erentiable transformations remain truein this modi�ed context. Two such results are required herein:Proposition A.1 (Inverse Function Theorem for Monotone Maps)Assume  convex on Rd, twice di�erentiable at x0 2 Rd in the sense of (120),so that r (x0) exists and  <1 in a neighbourhood of x0. If � = r2 (x0)is invertible, then  � is twice di�erentiable at r (x0) with Hessian ��1; if� is not invertible then  � fails to be twice di�erentiable at r (x0).Proof: Denote r (x0) by y0. Replacing the functions  (x) and  �(y) by (x + x0) � h y0; xi and its transform  �(y + y0) � h y + y0; x0i, the casey0 = x0 = 0 is seen to be completely general. The �rst thing to show is thatfor � invertible,  � is di�erentiable at 0 with r �(0) = 0. This follows ifx 2 @ �(0) implies x = 0. Since the convex set @ �(0) contains the origin, itis clear that (tx; 0) 2 @ whenever x 2 @ �(0) and t 2 [0; 1]. For any � > 0,taking t small enough in (120) implies j�xj < �jxj. Because � is invertible,this forces x = 0. Thus r �(0) = 0.To show twice di�erentiabilty of  � at 0, let � > 0 be small. By thecontinuity properties of @ � at 0, (x; y) 2 @ and jyj su�ciently small implyjxj will be small enough for (120) to hold: jy � �xj < �jxj. The inequalityk��1k�1j��1y � xj < �jx� ��1yj+ �j��1yjis immediate. For � < (2k��1k)�1 one obtains jx � ��1yj < 2�k��1k2jyj,which expresses twice di�erentiability of  � at 0.Finally, the case � non-invertible must be addressed. Some x 2 Rd isannihilated by �. From (120), there is a sequence xn ! 0 of multiplesof x and (xn; yn) 2 @ such that jynj � n�1jxnj. For any matrix �0 and� > 0, taking n large violates jxn � �0ynj < �jynj. Thus  � fails to be twicedi�erentiable at 0. QED.102



The second proposition states that the local volume distortion under thetransformation r at x is given by the determinant of r2 (x), or in otherwords, that the geometric and arithmetic Jacobians agree.Proposition A.2 (Jacobian Theorem) Assume  is convex on Rd, twicedi�erentiable at x0 2 Rd with Hessian � := r2 (x0) in the sense of (120).If Br(x0) is the ball of radius r centered at x0, then as r! 0,vol [@ (Br(x0))]volBr(x0) �! det [r2 (x0)]: (121)For � invertible, @ (Br(x0)) shrinks nicely to r (x0) in the sense of (31).Proof: As in the preceding proposition, the case x0 = r (x0) = 0 is quitegeneral. Assume � invertible. Denote Br(0) by Br, and its image under �by �Br. Given � > 0, for r < � from (120) it is immediate that@ (Br) � (1 + �k��1k)�Br: (122)On the other hand,  � is twice di�erentiable with Hessian ��1 at 0 by Propo-sition A.1. The same argument, applied to �Br instead of Br, shows thatfor r small enough @ �(�Br) � (1 + �k�k)Br. Taking r smaller if necessary,so that (1 + �k�k)�1�Br lies in the interior of dom �, duality yields(1 + �k�k)�1�Br � @ (Br): (123)Since � > 0 was arbitrary, (121) follows from (122-123) in the limit r ! 0,with the identity det [�] = vol [�Br]=volBr. For small r, it is evident from(122-123) that @ (Br) is nicely shrinking: i.e. it is contained in a family ofballs BR(r) for which R(r) ! 0 with r, while @ (Br) occupies a fraction ofBR(r) which is bounded away from zero.Finally, � non-invertible must be dealt with. In this case �Br lies in ad�1 dimensional subspace of Rd. Given � > 0, if (x; y) 2 @ for small enough103



jxj, (120) implies that jy��xj < �jxj. Thus vol @ [Br] � 2�(k�k+ �)d�1crd,where c is the measure of the unit ball in Rd�1. Since � > 0 was arbitrary,the limit (121) vanishes. QED.
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B Monotone Measure-Preserving MappingsLet � 2 Pac(Rd) and �0 2 P(Rd) be probability measures. In this appendixwe recall and re�ne a result of Brenier which provides a unique measure pre-serving map between (Rd; �) and (Rd; �0) realized as the gradient of a convexfunction. Such a map might technically be termed cyclically monotone, butthis will be casually and imprecisely abbreviated to monotone here. Brenierproved this result | Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 of [7] | for a weak-�dense set of � and �0 in P(Rd) � C1(Rd)�. The proof was based on a lovelyduality argument requiring moment conditions as follows; a variant of theproof is sketched in [21].Theorem B.1 (Brenier's Monotone Mapping [7]) Let � 2 Pac(Rd) besupported on 
 for some bounded, smooth and connected open set 
. Assume�(x) to be bounded away from 0 and 1 on 
, and the boundary of 
 to bemeasure zero for �. If �0 2 P(Rd) with Z jyj d�0(y) <1, then there exists aconvex function  on Rd whose gradient is a measure preserving map between(Rd; �) and (Rd; �0). On 
,  is unique up to an additive constant.In the language of Chapter 3, r pushes forward � to �0: r #� = �0. Thegradient r is de�ned Lebesgue almost everywhere on f < 1g. It is thepointwise limit of a sequence of continuous approximants (�nite di�erences),hence Borel measurable, and enjoys an irrotationality property which hasbeen emphasized by Ca�arelli [22].To extend Theorem B.1 to arbitrary �; �0 2 P(Rd), it is necessary toreformulate the result slightly and extract a limit. This limitwill be unique aslong as one of the measures is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue,but since the duality argument will not be of use without moment conditionswe rely on earlier, geometrical ideas of Aleksandrov [46] to prove it.105



Notions from convex analysis established in Appendix A will be freelyemployed. Cyclically monotone subsets S of Rd � Rd, and the subgradient@ of a convex function  play a central role; the cyclical monotonicity of S isequivalent to the existence of a convex function whose subgradient contains S.The support spt � of a measure � refers to the smallest closed set which is offull measure in �. Using this language, our extension | Theorem B.6 | ofBrenier's result begins with:Corollary B.2 (Monotone Correlation) Let �; �0 2 P(Rd). Then thereexists a joint probability measure p on Rd � Rd with cyclically monotonesupport having marginals � and �0: for M � Rd Borel, �[M ] = p[M � Rd]and p[Rd �M ] = �0[M ].The proof proceeds through a lemma regarding weak-� limits of measureswith cyclically monotone support. As in Chapter 5, C1(Rd) denotes theBanach space of continuous functions vanishing at 1 under the sup norm.Lemma B.3 Let �n ! � and �0n ! �0 weak-� in P(Rd) � C1(Rd)�. Assumepn 2 P(Rd � Rd) with cyclically monotone support has marginals �n and �0n.A weak-� limit p 2 P(Rd � Rd), with cyclically monotone support and � and�0 as its marginals, may be extracted from a subsequence of the pn.Proof: P(Rd) lies in the unit ball of C1(Rd)�. Letting Rd denote the one-point compacti�cation of Rd, it is equivalent to view P(Rd) as lying in theBanach space dual of C(Rd) (the continuous functions under the sup norm):the weak-� topologies coincide on P(Rd) because C(Rd) = C1(Rd) � C.Similarly, the pn lie in C1(Rd � Rd). By the Banach-Alaoglu Theorem, thepn admit a weak-� convergent subsequence with limit p 2 P(Rd � Rd). Sinceany continuous f 2 C(Rd) extends to a function f 2 C(Rd � Rd) which is106



independent of its second argument, the �rst marginal of p must coincidewith �: Z f dp = limn Z f dpn = limn Z f d�n = Z f d�:By symmetry, the second marginal of p agrees with �0. Moreover, it is clearthat none of the mass of p can live \at1", so p 2 P(Rd � Rd). It remains tocheck that the support of p is cyclically monotone. If not, it would contain mpoints (xi; yi) violating (118). Choosing a su�ciently small neighbourhoodin Rd � Rd for each point, the inequality would also be violated when any orall of the (xi; yi) were replaced by points from these neighbourhoods. Eachneighbourhood would have positive mass for p, hence for pn when n is large.Cyclical monotonicity of spt pn produces a contradiction. QED.Proof of Corollary B.2: When Theorem B.1 applies, p may be obtained bypushing forward � through id�r where id is the identity map on Rd. Fromr #� = �0, p is readily seen to have the correct marginals; it is supportedon (the closure of) the subgradient of  , so the corollary is proved in thiscase. To extend to arbitrary � 2 P(Rd), approximate by:(i) convolving with the uniform probability measure on the ball B1=n(0);(ii) restricting the resulting measure to a ball Br(0) with radius chosento yield total mass 1 � 1=n; and(iii) adding 1=n of the uniform probability measure on Br(0).If �n denotes the approximating measure, then Z f d�n�! Z f d� wheneverf 2 C1(Rd). Moreover, �n satis�es the hypotheses of Theorem B.1: �n 2Pac(Rd) and bounded by (i), it is supported on 
 = Br(0) by (ii) and boundedaway from zero there by (iii). If �0 is similarly approximated by �0n, then thereis a pn 2 P(Rd � Rd) with cyclically monotone support having �n and �0n asits marginals. Now Lemma B.3 implies the Corollary. QED.107



A second corollary recovers the connection with convex functions andmeasure preserving mappings.Corollary B.4 De�ne �; �0; p as in Corollary B.2. If � 2 Pac(Rd) then thereexists a convex function  on Rd such that id �r pushes � forward to p.If �0 2 Pac(Rd) also, then r � � id pushes forward �0 to p. Here id denotesthe identity map on Rd, and  � the Legendre transform of  .Proof: Corollary B.2 guarantees a joint measure p with cyclically monotonesupport having � and �0 as its marginals. By cyclical monotonicity there isa convex function  whose subgradient contains the support of p. It followsthat  <1 on the support of �, whence r exists �-a.e. Let X be the seton which r exists; p[X � Rd] = �[X] = 1. For x 2 X there is at most oney such that (x; y) 2 spt p � @ . Thus p h n(x;r (x)) j x 2 Xo i = 1. Theclaim is that (id;r )#� = p. It is enough to check that these two measurescoincide on sets of the form M �N , where M;N � Rd are Borel sets.p[M �N ] = p " ((x; y) ����� x 2 X \Mr (x) 2 N ) #= � [M \ (ru)�1N ]= (id;r )#� [M �N ]:The symmetrical statement for �0 follows from the observation that the in-volution �(x; y) = (y; x) on Rd � Rd pushes p forward to a measure whosecyclically monotone support is contained in @ �. QED.Finally, the monotone mapping of Corollary B.4 (and hence the jointmeasure p) is shown to be unique. The following lemma and theorem employvariants of ideas of Aleksandrov [46].Lemma B.5 (Aleksandrov) Let � and  be closed convex functions onRd, di�erentiable at x0 with �(x0) =  (x0) = 0 and r�(x0) 6= r (x0) = 0.108



De�ne M := f� >  g � dom and X := @ �(@�(M)). Then X �M , whilex0 lies a positive distance from X.Proof: To obtain the inclusion, let x 2 X. There exist m 2 M and y 2 Rdwith (m; y) 2 @� and (x; y) 2 @ . For any z 2 Rd�(z) � h y; z �mi + �(m) and (m) � h y; m� xi+  (x):Noting that �(m) >  (m), these inequalities combine to yield�(z) > h y; z � xi+  (x): (124)Taking z = x shows x 2M .Next, suppose a sequence xn 2 X has limit x0. Again, there existmn 2 Mand yn 2 Rd with (mn; yn) 2 @� and (xn; yn) 2 @ . Now r (x0) = 0 implies � 0 and yn ! 0 by the continuity of @ ; on the other hand, r�(x0) 6= 0implies �(z) < 0 for some z near x0. Making use of (124) once more yields0 > �(z) > h yn; z � xni+  (xn)� �jynj jx� xnj:Since xn ! x0 and yn ! 0, a contradiction is obtained. The conclusion isthat x0 cannot lie in the closure of X. QED.Theorem B.6 (Monotone Mapping) Let � 2 Pac(Rd) and �0 2 P(Rd).There is a convex function  whose gradient r pushes forward � to �0.Moreover, r is uniquely determined �-almost everywhere.Proof: Corollary B.4 gives existence of  . To establish uniqueness, assume �is another convex function for whichr�#� = r #� = �0, but that r� = r 109



does not hold �-a.e. Choose a point x0 from the set satisfying(i) x is a Lebesgue point for � with positive density �(x) > 0, and(ii)  and � are di�erentiable at x with r (x) 6= r�(x).This set cannot be empty, for it has positive mass under �: (i) holds �-a.e.while (ii) holds on a set of positive measure by hypothesis.The properties of  and � are insensitive to the addition of arbitraryconstants, and it is convenient to take  (x0) = �(x0) = 0. A linear functionmay also be added to  and �; this corresponds to a translation of �0 andallows us to take r (x0) = 0. Finally, the convex functions  and � may beassumed to be closed. De�neM := fx j (x) < �(x)g and Y = @�(M). As in[46], the idea is to show that the two push-forwards | given by Lemma 6.1| cannot agree on Y , because�[@ �(Y )] < �[M ] � �[@��(Y )]: (125)The second inequality follows from the obvious inclusionM \ intdom� � @��(Y );the �rst inequality follows from Lemma B.5, which shows that @ �(Y ) �M and excludes a neighbourhood of x0. Strict inequality in (125) will beestablished by showing that a little bit of the mass of � inM must lie near x0.This follows from the de�nition of x0 andM . Translate �,  and � so thatx0 = 0. Let 0 < � < 1 and consider the cone C := fx j hr�(x0); xi � �jxjg.Using (ii) to approximate  and � near x0 = 0,�(x)�  (x) = hr�(x0); xi+ o(jxj):Thus x 2 C su�ciently small implies x 2M . The average of � over C\Br(0)must converge to �(x0) > 0 by (i), since C \ Br(0) shrinks nicely to x0 = 0with r in the sense of (31). For small r, this set is contained inM but disjointfrom @ �(Y ). (125) is established and the proof is complete. QED.110



Remark B.7 (Non-Uniqueness of Monotone Correlation)If neither � nor �0 is absolutely continuous, the joint distribution p of Corol-lary B.2 need not be unique in dimension d � 2. For example, let d = 2and suppose that � is supported in the interval [-1,1] on the x-axis while �0is supported in the corresponding interval on the y-axis. Any p having thecorrect marginals will be supported on the subgradient of the convex function (x; y) = jyj.
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C Alternative Measure-Preserving MapsThis appendix discusses an alternative formulation of the displacement in-terpolation between two measures �; �0 2 Pac(Rd). It is based on an explicitconstruction of Rd-valued random variables representing � and �0, rather thanthe existence of a convex function  with gradient pushing � forward to �0.Except in dimension d = 1, the interpolant � t!�0 here de�ned will not gener-ally coincide with that of De�nition 3.1, but it will satisfy the same convexityestimates. For the applications of Part I and Part II, De�nition 3.1 has beenpreferred only because it appears to be more natural, and provides conditionsfor strict convexity in Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 9.4. These conditionsare required to infer conclusions when the potentials V (x) and Q(x) fail tobe strictly convex.Let � := f0; 1g be the probability space with two elements equallyweighted, and � the product measure induced on the Cartesian product�1 := 1X1 �, the space of binary sequences. Let �n 2 � denote the n-thdigit of � 2 �1, and de�ne �n : �1 �! �n to be truncation of � to ndigits: �n(�) := (�1 : : : �n). Then the measure � assigns mass 2�n to eachcylinder f� 2 �1 j �n(�) = �g with � 2 �n. Together with the null set,these cylinders form a semi-algebra of sets; � is uniquely determined on the�-algebra they generate. Let �n(x) := xn denote the (n mod d)-th coordinateof x 2 Rd. The construction to follow yields:Theorem C.1 (Existence and Uniqueness of Dissecting Maps)Let � 2 Pac(Rd). There is a measurable map y : �1 �! Rd pushing �forward to � which satis�es: �n�y(�)� � �n�y(� )� when �n�1(�) = �n�1(� )but �n < �n. The map y is uniquely determined up to sets of �-measure zero.Any map y : �1 �! Rd which satis�es the inequalities in Theorem C.1 willbe referred to as a dissecting map. Obviously, this de�nition depends on112



choice of basis for Rd. The existence part of the theorem can be extendedto measures � 2 P(Rd) not absolutely continuous, but uniqueness may fail.Using this theorem, the displacement interpolant (9) is replaced by:De�nition C.2 (Dissection Interpolation)Given probability measures �; �0 2 Pac(Rd), let y; y0 be the dissecting mapswith y#� = � and y0#� = �0 of Theorem C.1. At time t 2 [0; 1], the dissectioninterpolant �t = � t!�0 2 P(Rd) between � and �0 is de�ned to be�t := [(1� t)y + ty0]#�: (126)With this de�nition, conclusions between Proposition 3.2 and Exam-ple 3.7 (inclusive) | as well as Lemma 9.1 and Remark 9.2 | apply todissection interpolation as to displacement interpolation; the linear trans-formations � of Proposition 3.6(i) must be diagonal instead of orthogonal.The proofs are essentially the same and will not be repeated; some exploitconvexity of the set of dissecting maps. Only the absolute continuity of �tand the dissection convexity of Z A(�) will be proved in detail.Dissecting Rd with a Probability MeasureA half-open d-cell is a non-empty subset D � Rd of the formD = fx 2 Rd j ak � �k(x) < bkg (127)for some constants ak; bk 2 R [ f�1g and k = 1; : : : ; d. A closed d-cell isa non-empty subset of the same form, but with the strict inequalities re-laxed. In particular, a closed d-cell may be of dimension less than d. Givena probability measure � 2 Pac(Rd), the following recursive algorithm gener-ates nested partitions of Rd into d-cells (or cells). At the n-th stage of theconstruction, there will be 2n d-cells D(� ), each of measure 2�n with respect113



to �. These cells will be indexed by n-digit binary sequences � 2 �n. Thed-cells will taken to be closed, but for absolutely continuous measures thedistinction is moot.At the �rst (n = 1) step of the construction, Rd is divided into two d-cellsby a hyperplane �1(x) = const perpendicular to the x1-axis. The d-cells(half-spaces at this stage) may be labeled D(0) and D(1), where D(0) lieson the negative x1 side of D(1). The dividing hyperplane is chosen so that�[D(0)] = �[D(1)] = 1=2. This choice need not be unique. Here �[D] denotesthe measure of D with respect to �, or mass of D. vol [D] will be used todenote the Lebesgue measure, or volume, of D.At the n-th step of the construction, each D(� ) with � 2 �n�1 is sub-divided by a coordinate hyperplane �n(x) = const into two d-cells of mass2�n under �. Using juxtaposition to denote concatenation, so that �0 =(�1�2 : : : �n�10), the two subcells of D(� ) will be indexed by �0 and �1 tobe consistent with (iii) below. Taking the sole element of �0 to be � byconvention, the key properties of the construction are summarized by(i) D(�) = Rd,(ii) D(� ) = D(�0)SD(�1),(iii) �n(x) � �n(y) whenever x 2 D(�0) and y 2 D(�1) for � 2 �n�1,together with �[D(� )] = 2�n for � 2 �n: (128)(128) is the only property involving the original measure � 2 Pac(Rd); it hasbeen separated to motivate the following abstract de�nition.De�nition C.3 A dissection of Rd is a map D : Sn�0 �n �! closed d-cells� Rd which satis�es properties (i){(iii) above. The image of D restricted to�n is called the n-th level of the dissection.In particular, it is clear that S�2�n D(� ) = Rd and that this union is disjoint114



apart from sets of Lebesgue measure zero. To recapitulate the foregoing:Proposition C.4 (Dissection of a Probability Measure on Rd)Associated to � 2 Pac(Rd) is a dissection D(� ) of Rd satisfying (128).Recovering a Measure from a Dissection of RdThe next step is to show that any dissection D(� ) of Rd induces a dissectingmap y : �1 �! Rd, and corresponding measure y#� 2 P(Rd). If thedissection was constructed from a measure � 2 Pac(Rd), then y#� = �.Naturally, one expects the map y(�) to satisfyy(�) 2 1\n=1D(�n(�)): (129)Proposition C.7 shows that (129) determines y(�) uniquely almost every-where in �1. The key to its proof, as well as the demonstration that y#� = �when D(� ) is constructed from �, is the following lemma. Fix a coordinatehyperplane �k(x) = c. If mass 2�n is assigned to each cell from the n-th levelof D, the lemma states that the mass straddling �k(x) = c goes to zero asn!1. In fact, it decays like 2 � 2�n=d.Lemma C.5 Let �k(x) = c be a coordinate hyperplane, and D(� ) a dissec-tion of Rd. For each integer n > 0 de�ne�n := n� 2 �n ��� fcg � �k�D(� )� strictlyo:Then #(�n)=2n ! 0 as n!1, where #(�n) is the cardinality of �n.Proof: It will be enough to count d-cells D(� ) which intersect both H :=fx j �k = cg and H+ := fx j �k > cg; at the n-th level of D, the number anof such cells is dissection independent, and #(�n) � 2an. At level 0, thereis exactly one d-cell D(�) = Rd, so that a0 = 1. Properties C.3(ii){(iii) of D115



make it clear that an = 2an�1 when n mod d 6= k. In the case n mod d = k,the hyperplane separating D(�0) fromD(�1) is parallel to H. If it lies in H+,only one of the subcells of D(� ) will intersect H; otherwise, only one of thesubcells of D(� ) will intersect H+. Either way, an = an�1 for n mod d = k.Note that the subcells are closed by de�nition. For arbitrary n, the recursionyields an�d = 2n(d�1), so an=2n ! 0 as claimed. QED.Corollary C.6 If D(� ) is a dissection of Rd, then as n!1#�f� 2 �n j D(� ) unboundedg�=2n �! 0:Proof: The argument is the same as that of the lemma. Letting an bethe number of d-cells at the n-th level of D which extend to +1 in the xkdirection: a0 = 1 andan+1 = � an; if n mod d = k � 1;2an; otherwise.Thus the total number of cells which extend to in�nity at the (nd)-th levelof D must be less than 2d � 2n(d�1): QED.Proposition C.7 If D(� ) is a dissection of Rd, then \nD(�n(�)) consistsof a single point for � almost every � 2 �1.Proof: Let diamR := supy;z2R jy � zj denote the diameter of R � Rd. For� 2 �1, when diamD(�n(�)) ! 0 as n ! 1 the intersection in (129) isuniquely determined; it is also non-empty since the closed nested d-cells areeventually compact. Let Z � �1 be the set for which diamD(�n(�)) 6! 0,so that Z = [k \n f� 2 �1 j diamD(�n(�)) > 1=kg:116



For �xed k and n, the set on the right is a union of cylinders in �1, showingZ to be measurable. To see that �[Z] = 0, �x an integer k and � > 0. Corol-lary C.6 shows that � := f� 2 �N jdiamD(� ) =1g satis�es #(�)=2N < �=2for some N < 1. Choose a bounded d-cell R which contains all boundedD(� ) from the N-th level of D. For n > N de�ne�n := f� 2 �n j diamD(� ) > 1=kg:A �nite number of coordinate hyperplanes, spaced su�ciently close, divideR into cubes of diameter less than 1=k. For � 2 �n, either �N(� ) 2 �,which holds for at most 2n�1� elements � 2 �n, or D(� ) crosses one of thesehyperplanes. Applying Lemma C.5, it is clear that for n su�ciently large#(�n) < 2n�. Then �hf� 2 �1 j �n(�) 2 �ngi < �. Because � > 0 wasarbitrary, the intersection over all n has mass zero for �. A countable unionof such sets, �[Z] = 0. QED.Corollary C.8 A dissection D(� ) of Rd determines a dissecting map y :�1 �! Rd satisfying (129) uniquely up to sets of �-measure zero. Anydissecting map y(�) must be measurable.Proof: Amap y(�) which satis�es (129) is dissecting because of property (iii)of De�nition C.3. Thus the �rst assertion is immediate from the proposition.It remains to show that any dissecting map must be measurable. Therefore,assume a dissecting map y(�) to be given. Construct a dissection D(� )satisfying (129) recursively from y(�), by using the hyperplane�n(x) = sup�n(�)=�0�n(y(�)): (130)to subdivide the d-cell D(� ) into D(�0) and D(�1) when � 2 �n�1. Therecursion is initiated from D(�) = Rd. The supremum (130) is �nite from117



the de�nition of a dissecting map; it lies in �n(D(� )) from the precedinglevel of the recursion. Using D(� ) and the proposition, y will be shown tobe the pointwise limit of a sequence yn of measurable transformations almosteverywhere, hence measurable. For each � 2 �n, choose x(� ) 2 D(� ). Ifyn(�) := x(�n(�)); then yn is obviously measurable: it takes at most 2n valuesand its level sets are cylinders. Proposition C.7 shows that yn(�) ! y(�)almost everywhere as n!1. QED.Proposition C.9 Let D(� ) be a dissection of Rd, and y(�) the map whichsatis�es (129). For a d-cell R � Rd de�ne n := f� 2 �n j D(� ) � Rg.Then y#�[R] = limn!1#(n)=2n: (131)Proof: The n-th level of the dissection D may be used to approximate Rfrom the inside and the outside via n and �n := f� 2 �n j D(� ) \ R 6= ;g:from (129) it follows thatf� 2 �1 j �n(�) 2 ng � y�1(R) � f� 2 �1 j �n(�) 2 �ng;whence #(n)=2n � y#�[R] � #(�n)=2n. Clearly n � �n. For � 2 �n � nthe cell D(� ) straddles one of the hyperplanes bounding R. Lemma C.5implies (#(�n)�#(n))=2n ! 0. Both must tend to the limit y#�[R].QED.Proof of Theorem C.1: Proposition C.4 associates to � 2 Pac(Rd) a dissec-tion D(� ) of Rd. Let y(�) be the dissecting map of Corollary C.8. It inducesa measure y#� 2 P(Rd). Since the �-algebra of Borel sets in Rd is generatedby the semi-algebra of half-open d-cells R, it su�ces to verify y#�[R] = �[R].From Proposition C.9 and (128) it follows that y#�[R] � �[R]. Since both118



are probability measures, equality holds, and y#� = �. This establishes theexistence part of the theorem.To establish uniqueness, let y be a second dissecting map with y#� =�. By Corollary C.8, it is enough to show that y satis�es (129) almosteverywhere in �1. This follows if y(�) 2 D(� ) holds almost everywhere ineach cylinder f� 2 �1 j �n(�) = �g. The latter is proved by induction;the case � = � is obvious from property (i) of De�nition C.3. Assuming thecondition to be satis�ed for � , it is clear from property (ii) that �n�1(�) = �implies either y(�) 2 D(�0) or y(�) 2 D(�1). Suppose that y(�) 2 D(�1)on a set of positive measure with �n(�) = �0. Since y is a dissecting map, itfollows from property (iii) of the same de�nition that y(�) 2 D(�1) whenever�n(�) = �1. Thus �[D(�1)] = y#�[D(�1)] > 2n, contradicting (128). QED.Dissection Convexity of Z A(�)Finally, it remains to prove the analog of Theorem 4.2 for the dissectioninterpolation. Such an estimate becomes more plausible in view of the factthat dissection resembles the idea underlying the Hadwiger-Ohmann proofof the Brunn-Minkowski Theorem [16]. Unlike the displacement convexity ofU(�), dissection convexity will be proved by �rst establishing the estimatewhen the interpolant � t! �0 and its endpoints are suitably chosen simplefunctions.De�nition C.10 (Dissection Approximants)Let D(� ) be a dissection of Rd and y#� 2 P(Rd) the measure it inducesthrough Corollary C.8. For a bounded d-cell R � Rd, let �R denote theuniform probability measure on R: �R(x) := �R(x)=vol [R] when vol [R] > 0;de�ne �R = 0 if R is unbounded. The measures �n := 2�n X�2�n �D(�) will bereferred to as dissection approximants to y#�.119



Because of unbounded d-cells, the measures �n will not be normalized, butlimn �n[Rd] = 1 by Corollary C.6. The resulting approximation lemma is:Lemma C.11 (Weak-� Convergence of Dissection Approximants)Let D(� ) be a dissection of Rd, and �n be dissection approximants to theinduced measure y#�. For continuous functions ' vanishing at in�nity on Rd,limn Z ' d�n = Z ' dy#�: (132)Proof: Since ' vanishes at 1 it can be approximated in k � k1 by a simplefunctionPk ak�Rk in which the Rk are d-cells. It is therefore enough to prove(132) when ' is the characteristic function of a d-cellR. For a bounded d-cell,ZR d�n � #(n)=2n where n is from Proposition C.9. The same propositionimplies limn ZR d�n � ZR dy#�: (133)This inequality continues to hold for unbounded d-cells R by Corollary C.6.Since the complement of a d-cell in Rd is a �nite union of d-cells, strictinequality in (133) for some R and any subsequence of the �n would violate�n(Rd) � y#�(Rd) = 1. Thus the lim inf in (133) may be replaced by a limit,and the inequality by equality, concluding the proof. QED.Lemma C.12 (Dissection Convexity of U(�) Between d-Cells)Let R;R0 � Rd be d-cells with �nite (non-zero) measure. For t 2 [0; 1], de�nethe dissection interpolant �t := �R t! �R0 between the uniform probabilitymeasures on R and R0. Then �t = �(1�t)R+tR0. If U(�) is de�ned by (15) andA(%) satis�es (A1), then U(�t) will be convex as a function of t on [0; 1].Proof: Let T (x) := �x+k be the a�ne transformation of Rd taking R to R0for which � is a positive matrix and k 2 Rd. Since R and R0 are both d-cells,120



� is diagonal. If y(�) is the unique dissecting map of Theorem C.1 withy#� = �R, then the map y0(�) := T (y(�)) is dissecting; it satis�es y0#� = �R0since T#�R = �R0 . Thus the dissection interpolant �t := [(1 � t)y + ty0]#�is the push-forward of �R through the a�ne map (1 � t)x + t T (x), whichis also the gradient of a convex function. The dissection and displacementinterpolants (126) and (9) coincide in this case: both are given by the uniformprobability measure on (1 � t)R + tR0. Convexity of U(�t) is a special caseof Theorem 4.2, or may be veri�ed directly. QED.Proposition C.13 (Absolute Continuity of � t!�0 )For t 2 [0; 1], de�ne the dissection interpolant �t := � t! �0 (126) between�; �0 2 Pac(Rd). Then �t 2 Pac(Rd). Moreover, if D and D0 are dissectionsof � and �0 as in Proposition C.4, then Corollary C.8 associates a map to thedissection (1� t)D + tD0. This map pushes � forward to �t.Proof: For � 2 �n, the d-cell (1 � t)D(� ) + tD0(� ) is de�ned throughMinkowski addition; it is then clear that (1�t)D+tD0 satis�es the properties(i){(iii) of a dissection. If the dissecting maps y; y0 : �1 �! Rd satisfy (129)for D and D0, then the map (1 � t)y + ty0 satis�es (129) for the dissection(1 � t)D + tD0. Since y#� = � and y#� = �0 from the proof of TheoremC.10, [(1 � t)y + ty0]#� = �t by de�nition. This establishes the second partof the proposition.The �rst part depends on Proposition C.9 and the observation thatvol [(1� t)R+ tR0] � (1� t)dvol [R] (134)for two d-cells R;R0 � Rd. Suppose �t not absolutely continuous with respectto Lebesgue. For somem > 0, a subset Z � Rd has vol [Z] = 0 and �t[Z] > m.Since � 2 Pac(Rd), there is a � > 0 such that �[M ] < m for any measurableset M with vol [M ] < �. By the regularity of Lebesgue measure, there121



is an open set of volume less than (1 � t)d� containing Z. Any open setis countable disjoint union of half-open d-cells, so there must be a �nitedisjoint union U of such cells for which �t[U ] > m but �t[U ] < (1 � t)d�.De�ning n := f� 2 �n j (1 � t)D(� ) + tD0(� ) � Ug, it is possible tochoose n large enough so that #(n)=2n > m by Proposition C.9. TakingM := [�2nD(� ) leads to a contradiction: (134) implies vol [M ] < � while(128) implies �[M ] > m. QED.Theorem C.14 (Dissection Convexity of Internal Energy U(�))Let �; �0 2 Pac(Rd). De�ne U(�) through (15) and assume A(%) satis�es(A1). Then U(� t!�0 ) will be a convex function of t 2 [0; 1] for the dissectioninterpolation (126).Proof: Using Proposition C.4 and De�nition C.10, de�ne the dissectionD(� ) of Rd and dissection approximants �n associated to �. Let yn be thedissecting maps of Theorem C.1 which push-forward � to �n. Let D0(� ), �0nand y0n be similarly associated to �0. For � 2 �n, the restriction of yn to thecylinder C := f� 2 �1 j �n(�) = �g is itself a dissecting map. Up to its n-thlevel,D coincides with the dissection of �n. Therefore (129) shows that apartfrom a set of �-measure zero, yn(�) 2 D(� ) if and only if � 2 C. A similarstatement holds for y0n. Noting the de�nition of �n, (1� t)yn+ ty0n must pushforward the restricted measure �jC to 2�n�(1�t)D(�)+tD0(�) as in Lemma C.12.It follows that �n t!�0n = 2�n X�2�n �(1�t)D(�)+tD0(�); (135)As in Proposition C.13, (1� t)D+ tD0 is a dissection so the sets in (135) aredisjoint (up to sets of Lebesgue measure zero). Lemma C.12 then impliesU( �n t!�0n ) � (1� t)U(�n) + tU(�0n): (136)122



Noting Proposition C.13 and De�nition C.10, the dissection approximants(� t!�0 )n to � t!�0 coincide with (135). Since � 2 Pac(Rd) was quite general,the conclusion of the theorem follows from (136) if it can be shown thatU(�) = limn U(�n): (137)Jensen's inequality, together with (128) and convexity of A(%) yieldA�2�nvol [D(� )]�1� vol [D(� )] � ZD(�)A(�): (138)Summing (138) over � 2 �n implies U(�n) � U(�). On the other hand,Lemma 5.4 combines with Lemma C.11 to yield U(�) � limnU(�n): Thesetwo inequalities imply (137), completing the theorem. QED.
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D Pr�ekopa-Leindler and Brascamp-Lieb In-equalities from Monge-Amp�ere EquationIn this appendix the displacement interpolation � t!�0 is exploited to providea new proof of a theorem due to Brascamp and Lieb [11], which generalizedearlier results of Pr�ekopa and Leindler [8, 9, 10]. The theorem applies to aninterpolant h�(x) de�ned between non-negative measurable functions f(x)and g(x) on Rd for t 2 (0; 1):h�(x; f; g; t) := supy2Rd �(1� t)f � y1� t�� � t g �x� yt ���1=� : (139)Here � 2 [�1=d;1), while � is distinguished from ordinary addition + onlyin that f(1 � t)f� � tg�g1=� = 0 if either f = 0 or g = 0. The case � = 0is de�ned in the limit, so that h0(x) coincides with the interpolant (25) ofPr�ekopa and Leindler. The notation h�(x; f; g; t) will be replaced by h�(x)when the dependence on f; g and t is quite clear.The central result concerning h� pertains to its mass kh�k1 := Z h�.Stated as Corollary D.4, it reduces to the assertion that kh�k1 � 1 in the casekfk1 = kgk1 = 1. In this case our displacement interpolant �t := f t!g mayalso be de�ned. The next proposition shows h� � �t almost everywhere, sothat a fortiori kh�k1 � k�tk1 = 1; the discrepancy between h� and �t accountsfor the full error in the Pr�ekopa-Leindler and Brascamp-Lieb inequalities.The proposition follows formally from the Monge-Amp�ere equation (141)satis�ed almost everywhere by �t, together with an elementary lemma. Theresults for kfk1 6= kgk1 are recovered by scaling x; f; g and t.Lemma D.1 For constants f; g > 0, t 2 (0; 1) and a positive d � d matrix� with determinant det [�] = f=g,f det [(1� t)I + t�]�1 � � (1� t)f�1=d + tg�1=d)��d: (140)124



Proof: In the basis which diagonalizes �, concavity of det [(1� t)I + t�]1=dis seen using the domination of the geometric by the arithmetic mean; (140)is equivalent todet [(1� t)I + t�]1=d � (1� t)det [I]1=d + t (f=g)1=d: QED.Proposition D.2 (h�(x) Dominates the Displacement Interpolant)Let f; g 2 Pac(Rd) and � � �1=d. For t 2 (0; 1) de�ne h�(x) as in (139).Then the displacement interpolant �t := f t!g of (9) satis�es �t(x) � h�(x)for almost all x.Proof: Since (139) is non-decreasing in �, it is enough to establish the propo-sition when � = �1=d. Let  be the convex function satisfying r #f = gthrough which �t is de�ned. As noted in Theorem 6.4, there is a set X � Rdwith f [X] = 1 on which the positive matrix r2 (x) and its inverse exist.Both f; g 2 Pac(Rd) have Lebesgue points almost everywhere, and sincef [(r )�1M ] = g[M ], taking X smaller if necessary ensures that any x 2 Xis a Lebesgue point of f at which f(x) > 0, while r (x) is a Lebesguepoint for g; the image of X under r remains of full measure for g. Fixx0 2 X and de�ne xt = (1 � t)x0 + tr (x0). Proposition 6.2 veri�es thatg(x1) = f(x0)det [r2 (x0)]�1. Similarly, the values of �t are speci�ed by�t�xt) = f(x0) det [(1� t)I + tr2 (x0)]�1 (141)�t-almost everywhere. Identifying x = xt and y = (1 � t)x0 in (139), theconclusion �t(xt) � h�(xt) follows immediately from Lemma D.1; the supre-mum is gratuitous. Thus �t � h� holds almost everywhere �t, and thereforeLebesgue almost everywhere. QED.125



Remark D.3 As was pointed out by Brascamp and Lieb, h�(x) may dependon the values of f and g everywhere on Rd, not just almost everywhere. Thisannoyance is remedied [11] by replacing the supremum in (139) by an essentialsupremum, yielding a modi�ed interpolant k�(x) � h�(x). Moreover, for aparticular choice of f# and g#, which di�er from f and g only on a set of mea-sure zero, the interpolants h�(x; f#; g#; t) = k�(x; f#; g#; t) = k�(x; f; g; t)coincide. Thus Proposition D.2 applies equally well to k�(x) as to h�(x).It is not di�cult to argue this directly, using the fact that x0 and x1 areLebesgue points for f and g (respectively) in the preceding proof.Corollary D.4 (Brascamp-Lieb [11])Let f; g be non-negative measurable functions on Rd. For t 2 (0; 1), de�neh� as in (139). Let kfk1 > 0, kgk1 > 0. If � > �1=d then kh�k1 � C, whereC := � (1� t) kfk1 + t kgk1 �1=and  := �=(1 + d�). In particular, kh0k1 � kfk1�t1 kgkt1:Proof: When kfk1 and kgk1 are both �nite, de�ne �(x) := f(x)=kfk1 and�0(x) = g(x)=kgk1. Denote the mass preserving dilation S� by factor � > 0as in Proposition 3.6. The scalingh�(x; f; g; t ) = C h�(x; S�� ; S�0�0 ; t=�0 ) (142)follows directly from (139) provided � := (C=kfk1) and �0 := (C=kgk1).Since kS��k1 = kS�0�0k1 = 1, using Proposition D.2 to integrate (142) over xyields the desired inequality. The case kgk1 =1 follows from the MonotoneConvergence Theorem, after noting that (139) increases with g. QED.Remark D.5 The result of [11] extends to the case � = �1=d, but since !�1 the extension cannot be obtained from the scaling relation (142).126
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